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ABRTRACT

Thls report presents the results of an analvtical and experi-
mental research program to (]) improve the understand inf of the
physical m-echanisrms that control the occurrence of pressure
fluectuatl~ns in Ion- and s:hallo,,. rectangular cavities, exposed
to hirh-steed external flow, atid (2) devise and evaluate devices
that would cther sobstart.Iallv reduce the amili tude of such
pressure fluctuations, or totally suppress the occurrence o-
pressure fluctuations.

During, this Invest T-ation, the understandInr of the complex
Interaction of the external shear layer and the cavity internal
fluid medium, which constitutes the generating mechanism of
hlih-intenslty periodic pressure flucTuations, was substantially-
furthered. Both the analysis and investigatIon of the phy'ical
mec anisrr.s were aided through extensive shallow-water flow
simulation experiments.

Larc7ge-scale experiments, using the NASA Lewis Research
Center 8 x 6 ft Supersonic WInd Tunnel, -.vere conmucted to sub-
stantiate some of' the ana.lytical predictions and to study in
detail the aeroacoustic behavior of cavities in the length-to-
depth ratio range of 2.3 to 5.5, and the n.rch number range
of 0.8 to 2.0. Dctailed information w..as obtained on the
normalized levels of the first three resonant modes in the cavity
for a range of cavity length-to-depth ratios and freestream Mach
numbers.

Several concepts for pressure oscillation suppression ware
developed and evaluated In wInd tunnel experiments. Trhe mo',t
orom sinng concept utilizes a slanted trailing edge, which
stabli]zes the free shear flow above the cavity, thus effectively
suppressing discrete-tone generation.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Cavities and cut-outs in structural surfaces of aircraft
that are exposed to high-speed external flow can give rise to

intense pressure fluctuations. The amplitude of these fluctua-

tions can be of such magnitude that they affect the structural

integrity of nearby aircraft components, of sensitive instrumenta-

tion, or, at the very least, interfere with crew performance,
communication, and comfort. In fact, levels close to 180 dB

at resonant frequencies can easily occur at transonic flight

speeds.

Substantial effort has already gone into the study of

cavity pressure oscillations,* resulting in some understandingr
of the physical mechanisms and the complex interaction of the

cavity external shear layer and the cavity internal fluid

medium, which is responsible for the generation of the highly

periodic pressure fluctuations.

In 1970, the aeroacoustic characteristics or narrow and

shallow rectangular cavities in the Mach number range from

0.8 to 3.0 were investigated by Heller, Holmes, and Covert

(1970). The main result of this study was an improvement of

an analytical expression (first developed by J.F. Rossiter

in 1966) that relates nondimensional resonance frequencies '!

and freestream Mach number. However, only an upoer bound for

resonance amplitudes could be derived. At that time, the

phenomena were still understood too poorly to predict reliably

the occurrence of discrete pressure oscillations and their

energy distribution within the cavity.

In 1972, the U.S. Air Force conducted extensive fliFht

tests using an RF-4C aircraft with a modified SIJU 41 test

pod. Results became available on the aeroacoustic environ-

ment of shallow cavities in the Mach number range from 0.6 to

1.3 for realistic flight environments (Smith et aZ., 19714).

It seemed that the previously assumed upper-bound level for

resonant modes was generally too high. Furthermore, it was

realized that each resonant mode must be considered individuallyv

*An Air Force Technical Report (Heller et aZ., 1970) describes

previous relevant research and provides some 50 references.

1L
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Cor .rc-d'cs~on purpos-,es, since eacti ode ,ho..s a different
level derendence or. the f'reestream .Mach number.

Enis lack of thorough,'-, physical understanding has also
hampered the development and implementation of devices that
would either substant¶ally reduce the oscillation a-plitudes,
or, ideally, suppress the occurrence of resonant oscillations
altogether.

In view of these facts, an analytical and experimental
research program w.'as initiated to (1) further in-trove the

understandIng of the mechanism.s that control pressure oscilla-
tions in flcw-exnosed cavities, (2) investigate onset and
feedback mechanisms, and (3) devise techninues to control the
onset/feedback mechanisms in order to eliminate the occurrence
of oscillations or to reduce their intensity.

This report discusses the research program and its results.

-I
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SECTION 2

PAST RESEARCH EFFORTS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

2.1 Overview

,Ai.ot' of tihe f rst eopnerz_,enual studies Investi at Int flow-
i L:d,,Ced osciilations in a sirulated weanon bay environment was
-brforr:ed by K].aramachot (1955). Discret,-Preouency acoustic

radiation from thv cavjty was observed aL both subsonic and
suPei-.ontc external flow speeds. Karammacheti noted that acoustic
intensities were higher when tbe: boundary layer unstream of the
cavity was laminar.

Later studios of the unsteady environment in and aroundrectaninular cavities were conducted by G.bson (1958), Inrard
and Dean (1958), Leuold and Paker (1959), Plumblee et at.
(1962), Quinn (1963), East (jq66), Bos.siter (1966), Thee (I966),
'.hlte and McGregor (1970), Covert (1970), Heller et at. (1970),
Bilanin and Covert (1973), and Smith et a,. (1974). The Mach
numiber range covered in these studies is 0.1 to 5.0, and the
cavitie- had length-to-depth ratios (L/D) between 0.12 and 10.
In 7eneral, these studies showed that all but the shallowest
cavities r esonu aýt _ i_ U zse•rete fren:ueuLcies.

2.2 Excitation Mechanisms

Cavities are of'ten classified as being shallow (L/D > 1)
or deep (L/D < 1). Covert (1970) explained this distinction
in terms of the effect of the image vorticity :eouired to
satisfy the, cavity's rigid wall boundary conditions. The image
vorticitv on the floor of a shallow cavity tends to excite
longitudinal modes, whereas the image vortieity in tne fore and
aft bulkheads of deep cavities tends to excite depth modes.
UsInp- an acoustic monopole distribution to model the pressure
environment in an oscillating cavity, Pilanin (1973) also
found that the cavity tends to respond in the direction of
g-reate st dimension.

Several physicailvy moetivated models have been stluded to
identify the mechanism of oscillation for shallow cavities.
?l1-iblee et al. (1962) hypothesized that the environment inside
the cavity must follow the characteristic acoustic response of
the cavitv (a result which, however, arpeqrs to hold only for
deep cavities). The mathematical problem consisted of solvin-
for the radiation Impedanue of the cavity openinol. Powver,
the shear layer spanning, the cavity is capable of sustarningn

. . . . . . . .C.-



wav lot Ion , arndI it Is 1 I e I to he nim al owe ( 1970 )
theorotci. cl I examinled the I.raun'.mi so on of an acoust ic pul1se
through71 a plane vo7rte(x sheet, and slle Ia*t a f,rrnsslv in-
ccurate dec inIon of thle r-id atl(T fr field could result, unless-

the analysis, eorsi tiers the vortex sheýet (1ynan--les.

W~xerlvenal esu onof araacht 1 (1950) and Heller et at-.

(1970) have cast1 doubt on the assu:*iptlon that the forcing-

in the turbulent boundaryv layer. Cavity ose01 1iations are mnos-t
intense whnthe, boundary la~yer ur'stream- in lamna nr. P~hi ckenlnfs
thie b~oundary laver hasý the effe'(ct of reduclng- oRcillai >on in-
,tensAI Ox (Vo`.l r, lo) ostr(1906) also concurs, nolntlno-
out that when aq small spoiler is placed upstream of the cavity it
reduces oscillation intensities.

D!nce excitation frearieneles of' shallow.. cavitiesd not
arýree wtVthe acoust.Ic modal frequencies of' the enclosure,
Investloiators have sought,!1 an excitation mechanisr- that is not
struncl1y depndonent on the detailed acoustics in the shallow
cavity. Hossloc~r (196,6) sure-!ested such a -niecbnanl sm ba-sed on
feediback slimiar to that usedi by Powell (1961) to describe the
production of edleteries. Using a shadour.,-ranhI-, Rossiter observed
that periodic' density fluctuatlonsý traelrý dow-.nstream over the-h hose fluctuat~ons w-ere assured0 to be -vortes

shdfrom the leadurmr ed . th c c airloy. no sl-iadiOc'Y',;aphs
also show acoustic ;waes in!e cavIty ,-hos~e ur.i~nary source is
near the trailing, edge. Assuring that. the vertices w-ere shed

unnan aco~ustic diEsourb-ance- reached the-7 leadSný re'dsre of the
cavlt~y, and that acoustic disturbances w.,ere grenerated w..hen the
vorti1ces reached the cavi-y's trailing, edge, he wa.,s able to
determine a frequency relation at which oscillatilon ml oI;ht occur.4
AlIthoug:h this frequency -elation requý.res tw-mnirl calli
tiexerrined constants, with a suitable cheice of consta~nts a,
reasonable arreement with experimental data can be obtained over
a m-oderate M-ach number range. Heller et an. (1970) improved
this result by corresting, the sound sneed in tecav.~ v.J

2.3 Oscillation Mechanism for Shallow Cavities

P'ressure oscillation in shallowý, cavities wjas believed to
re~sult from the unstable shear layer, w.hich sp~ans the cavity,
being- forcibly displaced by disturbances that are- generated at.
or near the cavity's tralling edge. These disturbances w..ere
thoug-ht to arise fromR the- interaction of the ese~lllatlng shear
layer with the tral ling, edg,)e; this constitutes a source mca~m



Allt ough these d¶s t u tb artc ;h ou L or cc tIhe shear layer alon,
the entire caviity len-th, i:odels thal, assur::ed coup] I r:,- I occur
,nlv at the leading edFg(e of the cavl ty have Fiven gýood .red c-
tlons for allowable freaucernles cf ocellalaon. Thus, theshear layer is rnoIst se 0r.ve to ner. urtatIoi,'n at, the ]eadirif-

ed;-e, where it is thinnesi. An exnlaitat. on is that an acoust c
disturbance reflectinrý from the forward bullkhead causes a
rressure doubling, while disturbances in the external flow, if
prvesent, are not reflected, arid a pressure iump across the shear
layer must be balanced by def-lecting7 tLie shear layer.

Recently, bilaniri and Covert. K1973) analyzed a mod&!l of the
excitation mechanism suggested by Rossiter. In their model, the
coumlicated flow process at the trai]ing edge of the cavity wvs
modeled with an acoustic :::onopole. The pressure field of the
monopole is used to drive the shear layer spalnjjinui the cav-ity,
which yields an elgenvalue relation for excitation rrequency.
For shallow cavities, the acoustic field in the cavity can be
adequately represented by a single monopole at; the cavIty's
trailing edge. The effect of the cavity floor was to influence
the instability of the shear layer by changing- both the phase
velocity (this, In turn, changes the excitation frequency) and
the amplification rate of the shear layer displacement. Coupling
of the acoustic cavity with the shear' layer without considering
forcing from the external flow limits tne validity of the model
to r > 1. Analytic results were in excellent agreement with
experimental data.

2.4 Onset Mechanism

Although the above feedback mechanism, as sui-Fested by Rossiter
and modeled by Pilanin, estimated possible excitation frequencies,
it did not predict whether, in fact, any of these will occur.
Selection of the excited fiequency was thourht to be ba.zed on a
gain criteria; I.e., the frequency or freouencies at w,,hlch a
cavity responds must correspond to the mode or modes receiving
sufficient gain along the feedback loop.

To illustrate this idea, let us suppose that for a given
geometry and external velocity the possible freniuencies of
oscillation are estimated using the above feedbacl- :.ndel. The
shear layer is then forced at the leadJnF edge wlth a neriodic
ijressure fluctuation with frequency corresponding- to a possible
excitation frequency. The shear layer is displaced, and vorticit.y
waves propagate aft and interact with the tralilng edg-e of the
cavity, which cause a pressure dlst:urbance to be generated. Upon
reaching the leading, edg-e of the cavi ty, thlis pressure dlsturbance

IX )
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1'.~h~c icis )w1vf" I- IT.( feoral ri Orenur' (teFreqency
c! 1: p ai' C'Y 1 01.31 ý T.f r'n'CIUnt' 1 ,v I' i I I hc - 1,r' v 11 Udo

i! -! tI I" lI ir u i rw I'J,r -,su rO d :;¶u ir'ba ce I s of'f ia ler
u.Atib'1' 'c~ !. 1W' leIlIoc T':slf (an <,- 1.) 11a

A u~i' u. r C "' >uv rd),o !Il ;-a 11' av lta c' ~ l
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zuati' ¼tc ced 1 ),' loo'iron x te c~ flo IJPt

I :1 'l'c- e:, tr '''' 1\ -"e:' no r ''cý and !"1- 1 ut T I'
ot''nsbe froine: IoC eI C, '. r c1 rx7 ca n mct t.h Isf gaIin
CI :la, 1wito1le(X' I art o o f' si- ju. ,nuooeus, d Ie 7crcie f'r'eo fleciCs,

OCP (1 2 , 970 ) ex a::i nted the oscilila Ion eoreo aa
ro sv n hyrdynn tability. lie sugele that wie

the exýt ertrl flo is capat-le of suonl~ylng- energy to the en-
cIclsu _trec , the C, *-y 1Is caTnf;le of' (1 ssipatl in- enerr-y I hrour'h
Viscosit 'Iand rdai.TVthe rate of energy supply is less
In. hat:. t hv. rat e a; w.h icoh enery ývC an ce dl sslele fearo- I-> Cow tyV
osel c lail or carnnotI occýur' (,-al1 n < 1) As the: exter-nal flow
velociy Is Inc re asýed, a poit Is, reacched -,.here enerj-y sue-rl,

1.!rte th- 'Ie crltlecal on'onet e! i ' i~bi increases in
extrnl fowveloc 11W result in sis-2ndcoil cv oscil laoton.

2, t biltyanalysis of IT-be vortex sýheet across-, the ca\iTI
Oflflil7 urrrtsthis deszcrIptIon of onset..1'evr oets

odel, did so" rredlc: exc-ItatIon frrunisfor salwcavlils,
snoý,c It d Id notc adenuat-elyv t-odel the inter--ctien of' the shear

laye w . th11 the tra'lin 11 eae.

*ln Secs. 3 and 14, a uhyslcal model ofl cavily v ressure oscllaq-
tion will be discussed that, deviat es, in several imnortant.
aspects front the "lossoler Mhodcl ."



SECTION 3

PHYSICAL MECHANISMS

3.1 Introduction

, ,r ehatr , a detaIled, but essVnat, .1 I tualit --- ve

oif' '. steady and unsteady cavit '!ow nhenornna
e -c 'e ed. '?his descri t'Ion provides physical insl ht lrn.

tU;,. ] 1c |'einf'l 15• utderst1ln,dfnl and tlherr:cl In- ni, lnr•lt c .1

1 1 1'!r-s: . Stuch an under:st and !ni is 5 lso
]'e . .... ._toate the ocrc-ration of oscillafl ion sucnression

do lod

3.2 Steady-Flow Considerations

Although we are rrlnarilv concerned unIth unsteady effects,
it Is wo:thwl-e -o consider brIefly the somewhat hbnpct.hetlcal
Case of0 stedy flow ov•e a caviy. Th's flow Is steady only-
In an overall sense, since shear layer turbulencoe Is Included
In the dIscusso; . P i..re 1 is a sketch of a steady cavity
flow. If the flow were sunersonic, then a s'-.eady wnve structure
at the leading a-d trailing edges would also he present.

The flo.-w scn arates a t thie shar leadI,,... cafe of the ca ,
ano a shear layer grows downstream. At the rear bulkhead, the
flow stasnates and srnl'ts. Part of the shear lover enters the
cavity, and the rest passes over the cav_'v tran]ln.- odoc and
continues downstream as part of the dow.:nstrea. hoindar laver.
Tn the larminar fin'.; case, the dashed line across the cavtyv
mouth (see Fig. 1) denotes the streamline that divides •he
flow which enters the cavity from that which does not. The same
fluid always remains in the caviLy. The fluid that is entrained
frop; the cavity by the shear layer over th, cavity mouth is
returned to the cavity by the trailing-edre stanat ion process.
'YhŽ sare is essentiallw true when the shear layer Is turbulent,
althoug-h there will actually be some change in which fluid
elements occury the cavity. This exchanrie of fluid occurs
because of the turbulent diffusion across the dlvldinc stream-
"line. On the average, howeve•,, the process remains as
illustrated in the figure.

It can be concluded that this aust be the flow confirura-
tion for the steady case. The shear layer always entralns
fluid; therefore, there must always be a stackrnatlori on the
rear bulkhead to returný this fluid to the cavity. A similar
argument establishes that the entire shear layer does not, enter
the cavity. Figure 2 illustrates this point. It is important



FIG. 1. TYPICAL STEADY-FLOW CONDITION.
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* ~ ; 1 i~o 'ir>: or' k1'~I(.8. J i ll 1i ¶ !-late

wil 1 u'1 N4 jJl Ieao a' rids; flour b'iI'trce I:; nineimnortant
Ic ~ ~ ~ ~ o. e-. r' rI risarid: Liar. .nid r';ansý i'rriloval

I I on o: 1t ai' rc.:t7 ix he av fnlowi recienda
i W, up cew 1 : -,;o,.' to r a I nil en' I' v. the she ar 1 aver' anid I.ts

muC UP! I'e cdx' al tie ¶ r Hliinv edre . ','he ragýniltade of
hli e' i raiviuul it iho nic encr Ii'.''' fixes 11", level of this

reelwi' v& a!e!o. This Pctr1rairi'~ri also centwralsý 1he locationi of'
he sa, n tlon svrearul nc vt 1W ln 'eshear la~ror.

lThe ar-serree a: this (snOtris sýubsi rintli n) reriretilatlan
WAKhir the cavilty riffec¶s UPhe un~steadyv pheranerna . Flwre-
C: reulatilon actsý eo claiui-?the r1tion of' waves wt Lh.Iin the
cav~tt arlid aT ter's the0 eh.n3'acter and the dvr-iari s of the shear
1 aver. 'Pils recircirlat ion flew Is essent I ally a vortex flow
ccn1tatined withiiin t! hecaviLv arnd boundedl by Its si d, xvnl is.
The sbiewal.2 boundary layers provide considerabl2e damnlnr' to
the rec irculation flaw; they cause secondary vw to be cset un
wi thin the recirculattoir vortex, which leads to fluid exchamye
bc0 weeri r'egions with hi rh and low an,-ular 'oetur.This is a
famirliar n:<uccl'n i scotHiavn rcttIFlow Wtrutr'' levers. Vt

fleor and front and rear bulkheads. Since th~e level of "low
recirculation affects the shear stress at t.he cavlty mouth,
it, can b-e concluded that cavity width will affect, the cavity
drag. Since the presence of flew roýcirculation affects, unsteady
cavit.y behavior, this behavior rrust be depe-ndent to so-.ie extent
on cavity width.

Of course, the cavity width affects the shear lover
characteristics directly in addition to influencinfg flow,ý
recýlrculatiori. Other factors that. are ininortant to the shear
layer properties are? the ursi reamý boundary layer thickniess,
the flow Mlach numtber , and the Reynolds nurr~ber

worequirem~ents miust. be melt- to aPl eeastendy Cavlitv
flaw: asteady-flow solution must be' pocssi tile* ; and it 110-9t
be stable to disturbances. To find a ste-adyv solution mieans
tha. t~he mass flow., balaricc' renuiren!,ent rýust- 1be sa~tlsf¶ ed, and
that, c:imrultaneously , the shear layer us.assurrile a shape for
which it is in force eptilllbrl urn everyw..here: i . e., t.he internal
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FIG. 3. TYPICAL PRESSURE OSCILLATION CYCLE. (3) Mass Removal
Stops; (4) Mass Addition Starts; (12) Mass Addition
Ends; (13) Mass Removal Starts.



1110\':t~ertabe sl~v'at r, hown, here appi es to supe~rsonic
f In') ta I7 be1leved , how.ever-, thtat the p.r-cess-, is es:sent Ia IlV
u.Lc sa':-e 'or' :-iý;sthso.ic flow, p)articularly as rerscnds teItra

eve sructutre. .!T the susnccase, the forward travolinr w,.ave
Il 1- 1ll be sunrerrconic relat -ive to theý external flow. T he other

asýpect~s of' th externa wavei( syst-em' will1 have beenoameorwl
!be absent. Photos7rachis of the subsonic ease in air also ind-icate

2.teiidenecv for the dow.nst-ream travellinr, shear lav'er disturbances
tO rl up ipt0_ vortIces (see sec. 6).

-u tre ý4 is a wave diagram for the cavity derived from
the watýer t-able simulation. S7ome of the irregrular~ties of' the
w.ave motioni are caused byý t-he optics of' the syvstem and the
di fficolity Inr prop)erlyv local insý the w--ave positions In the regiionj
whnere they cross. An Ipýnortant featu-,re of' the diagramr is the
stai-ered arrang-em-ent of' th-e nattorn, which is caused by the
difference in, the c-hase sceecds of the unstream and downstream
w,.aves. -he upstream wiave rin.ovinr toward the leading, cav~e)
travels faster than the dow.nstream w..ave, (rovtng) toward the
rrail Inv ede) . Týhis difference betwveen w..ave speeds- results

frmthe complicat-ed, Interaction of the shear layer motion and
the internal w..ave system. H'ssentilal ly, the shear layer appears
'vstiffer" to the upstream w1a-ve (supersonic relative to the
external flow)O than to the downstream wave (subsonic relative
to thne external lw.T] interact ion betw..een the cavity
w-ave structure end the shear layer will be discussed further
4in subsequent sections.

Because the upstream wave is supersonic relative to the
external flow, it radi ates an external -wave. Thus, enervy is
radiated a-way, and the upst~ream wave can be expected to decayl
as it, travels forw. ard . Siril.arly, since the downstream- wave
produces a shear layer disturbance that is subsonic relative
to the external flew.,, it can be expected to draw energy from
tne m-ean flwand amprlify as it travels rearw-.aro.

"rhere "ore, th-e wave- oat tern in a cavitv In. m~ccal structure
form~ed essentially froml the tw.-o w-aves traveling, in opposite
direct ions with slgtydi-fferent w.avelenrths and spatial
am-plification rates. The spatial envelope ofl both i.ae w1 11
expand týow~ards the cay1 tv trai-1l~nr edg-e. The results of the

wtrtable s mu 1 _"tb" cerresnenr, o asent taT lv to a first. mode
oý' oscillation, I e. , onlyv one w..ave front of each tn in the
cavity.- and c-ne rress-ure node. Real cavities in air oltem
exh.ibIt hirr!odes: In. "act, th second mode usuallyv domimal,es.
These m.-odes are- seldom sees-- natura'l1': in- the ater table expert-

intprobably b~ecause of hligh dammnino7.
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3.3.2 External Radiation Pattern

Frot:, water table simulation results and the Schblieren
photographs avallable in the literature, it is possible to
construct. a nicture of the external radiation nattern of an
osc'llating cavity. This nicture is consistent with the
initernal wave structure described above.

Considoer a su:Žersonlc flow over a cPWv'v. FiPure 5 shows
the expected wave natterns at the leading and tralling edges
of the cavity for different shear layer nositions. W4hen the
shear layer is deflected downward at the trailing edgre, thri.
basic waves can be expected (Fig. 5a). As described previously,
one of these waves is the unstrear, travelin "-ave and its
corresponding shear layer disturbance, which trails a travelinF
wave into the external flow. The second of these waves is a
quasi-steady "bow-wave," which is caused by the supersonic ex-
ternal flow interacting with the relativelY blunt trailing-edge
region. The third wave is an oblique shock that occurs when
the flow readjusts just behind the cavity traillno edre. When
the shear layer is above the trailing edge, as when a downstream
wave is arriving, there seems to be no significant external
wave system (see Fig. 5b). It must be recalled that the shear
layer disturbance associated wlth this wave moves at a subsonic
speed relative to the external flow.

At the leading edge, the picture is simpler (Fig. 5c and d).
As an upstream wave approaches the leading edge, the shear layer
is bent downward and there is an expansion wave at the edge as
well as the upstream traveling compression wave. After the
upstream wave is reflected to become a downstream traveling wave,
the external portion trails away since the downstream w.-ave is
subsonic relative to the external flow. At this tire, the shear
layer is deflected upward and a leadingr-edge oblinue shock occurs.

This sequence of occurrences can be compared with observed
radiation patterns (see MIcGregor, 1969, and Rossiter, 1966) to
arrive at Fig. 6 a, for supersonic flow. Figure 6b is a
similarly derived sketch at high-speed subsonic and traiisonic
external flow. In this case, the radiation caused by the leadlnm-
and trailing-edge obltiue waves is absent. Although the primarv
contributor to the subsonic flow radiation pattern is the external
portion of the upstream traveling wave, another wave is
also seen. This wave is caused by direct external radiation from
the unsteady shear layer impingement at the trailing edge. Be-
cause the flow is subsonic, this wave can also move upstream.

J5

. . . .?
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3.4 Physical Model

C,- uri C)" th' 'ýi o'I near 1l-ve1 Yi r, C) C :

W ' c ir.&'I31 wave ,; '-iuctu)re a r' Cccu r .

(,a layver aO or [3 i .or's fl-,'le:r' thcr I ra I-nr--edr-e
ljnj; Ilof: a t q. ) -uh ,, t r-.n cj t~ v'" motin ofP ti 'h e sh(,ar 1 1v e<

a.4.33 'no .-mve st ! un- w i'ii n v'-' h re '-c-' vcouLz(ee.
po-d cqr'or.o he con:' 16ered s-r-r aq ' I o~u s"-'aernrth.

cernal wave structujre 'Is en-nosea pr~rmarilv of un~strear: and
downmstream travelirs- vwavetralnrs. T;helr coabtinati on prodluces
a rodal unsteady prepss-ure ft eld in the cavity. c-'f course,

ot~her wvsare present to s-at! sPv the detal led bocundary condi-
t oris innosed byv the det~ailIs oC" cavi ty ceor~et rv,, shear layerI
snave, and(th mass addit-ion nrocess. The unstreprn w.ave-s radiate
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FIG. 7. M1ASS ADDITION AND RE1OVAL PROCESS BY SHEAR LAYER
DEFLECTION AT THE CAVITY TRAILING EDGE.
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SECTION 4

ANALYSIS

4.1 Introduction

The physical ,'echanlsrs at work in osclliatlne cavities
have been sufficiently described so that an analytlcal model
for the cavity wave structure can now he considered. The first
two sections will discuss the for-mulation of the problem and
introduce the ideas that are the bas's for the simnlifled model.
The following sections will then develop the analysis in detail
arid discuss the results. '.-he final section will analyze a
senlempirlcal frequenuy orediction scheme show.:ing length-to-
depth ratio dependence.

4.2 Analytical Model for Cavity flscillation

4.2.1 General Considerations

From Seo. 3, it Is clear that the cavity wave structure
can be modeled as follows. The fluid motion within the cavity
is foverned by the solution of the wave enuatlon In a reg-ion
bounded by a ririd front bulkhead and floor, with a free shear
layer on top, and a rear bulkhead, whichL oscillates like a
piston. This osc.llatingý bu.l:head approximates the pseudopiston
effect of mass addition and removal at the trailjng, edge. The
external flow, which, to a Fgood apnroximatlon, is governed by
the convective wave equation, is on the other side of the
shear layer, which begins at the leading< edge. The internal
and external solutions should be joined by annlvinrr the proper
dynamic and kinematic conditions across the shear laver. *T
the cavity leading edge is a sharp corner, then the Kutta condition
should be applied to the shear layer at this edge, which makes its
displacement equal to zero at the leadIngx edge. Althourh the
shear layer motion should not te constrained at, the trailing edge,
the internal and exter2nal regIons should remain separated. The
effect of the trafling-edge mass addition and rem-:oval process
is accounted for entirely by the equivalent oscillation of the
rear bulkhead. The relationship between the shear layer displace-
ment at the trailing edge and the oscillation of the rear bulk-
head is considered in the pseudopiston analysis in Appendix A.

The exact shape of the oscillatinm rear bulkhead Is unknown.
We need not assume that It. roves as a rieid wall, since It is
only an approximation to the actual trailinrg-edge masz addition
and removal process. The most important feature of its motion
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4.2.2 Real Flow Effects

in addition to thn ideali zation t(ie mass addWt; porn:nc;sn,
"t h ere a re CT 'noI rt!.l 'flOW eFfect s t hat ;.!"I :t. be co!,nslde.. .PZC

such ef fect is flow recirculat Ion in the cavity.

AF nearttoned oarl]en, the recirculat:ion level depends not
only,' oi the external 'low ,ach nub!b-r and t e( violds nuRm"eyr and
the cavity lenotib-to-depth ratio, but also on the cat v v, i6th
and the thickness and state (lardnor or turbulent) of the shear
layer. in turn, these shear layer characteri stfcs deepnd net.
only cni externa.l flow ceind•l•ions, but also on the thickness and
state of the upstrea•. btoudodarv layer. Althour-h the recirculation
VACCUzl cCt e an be fWAYp lorge it 1c be'. loeved that1 i heir effect.
on the internal wave roIon is secondary. Near the covirtv loeor,
the recirculation flow w:Il rm.,ove forward; while near the shear
layer, where entrainsnent occurs, the recircula io!n'. wtIon l w1l1
be rearward. The net effect is probably a t.ltiinc of lhe wave
fronts. if' this effect acts on an utpstrear wave that then re-
flects to cecome a downstrear, wave, the iilt direction will be
reversed in the (mirror imane) reflection process. The effoct
of recirculatcn :'flow on the downsiroean wave will then be to
rotate the wavefront to a more unri rht nosltlon . Tn othr =Qords,
there is a certain defgree of caneelat, on[ assoc•ated wtth the
effect of flow recirculatlion. it. seems likely that, the eff'ect
of flow. recircul at ion on wave x:t vo rI-.onIs uncert aint i es
that are no greater thnn those due to .e b.aie lich of l nWrn:n-

lotn about the detailec: shape of the oo that Inc renr bulýhnea
(i.e., pseudoplston due to the miass addition process).

Aiother concern ,ttroducod b: roea nl. --/ eiffocls i- !- hie .
treatment of the shea. l aver dvnammlco - Theo ' moles, ann,'cach Is
to treat the shenar laer as oil In":'ni e,'<, thin- vo,.tex sheet,
i.e., an idea•iI.zed ve.lotx disconlý!: !,u tv. "[; th s ,In•,'loach,
the freeste.t:: Weoelty is above 1he shear lnver, rnd l h"e is
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two solutions must be matched kinematically and dynamically across
the shear layer. If the shear layer is treated as an infinitely
Thin discontinuity, then this matching corresponds to applying
the material surface condition and requiring equal static pros-
sures. If shear layer thickness effects are included, then a
more complicated matching condition must be applied. 'The
phystcal solution is then obtained by inverse transfor:ms.

rT-his formal approach is subject to severe mathematical

difficulties. Indeed, the effort required may not be justifiable It
on physical grounds. Because the details of the trailinF-edge
mass addition process cannot be determined, any effort spent ]W
assuring that other cavity boundary conditions are satisfied
in detail is wasted. Specifically, a different set of mass
flow momencs at the rear bulkhead will change the detailed
wave st-ucture elsewhere; hence, the strength of waves required
to satisfy the boundary conditions will be altered. Therefore,
it is proposed to use a simple physically motivated solution
that satisfies only the most basic conditions and that does not
include the finer details. In fact, this is the only approach
that if really justifiable. When the cavity problem is reduced
to its essence, only the basic upstream and basic downstream
waves are considered. The reflection condition at the front
bulkhead will be satisfied only to the extent that the instantaneous
net mass flow induced by the waves be zero; moments of mass flow
are not required to vanish. This approach is consistent with the
roar bulkhead condition, where there is an oscillating net mass
flow. The Kutta condition will be applied at the leading edge
only in the sense that the spatial envelope of the waves decays
exponentially upstream. This approach allows the problem to N
be reduced to the motion of waves between a shear layer and a
boundary. The frequency of these waves is real corresponding
to an oscillating phenomenon; therefore, theIr wave number is
complex, corresponding to propagation and spatial amplification
or decay. Since only basic waves are considered, and only one
condition (front bulkhead reflection) is required to relate the 14,'
wave strengths, transform techniques are no longer required.

At this point, the oscillation frequency of the rear bulk-
head or pseudopiston is still undetermined. Determination of.
this frequency may come through a set of' phase and amolitude-
matching conditions, which are arrived at by separate considera-
tion of the trailing-edge mass addition process and then the syn- -#7
thesis of the two analyses. For instance, a simple condition would
require the shear layer motion to be in phase with the oscillating
rear bullkhead. However, because of the complexity of the processes
at the trailing edge, especially in view of real flow effects, it
is easy to believe that significant phase shifts between the shear
layer and pseudopiston may occur.
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Given this latitude, it is possible to suppose, alternatively,
that within some limits the phase and/or amplitude of the mass

Vý. addition process adjusts to a condition most favored by the in-
ternal wave dynamics of the cavity. This adjustment might serve,V for instance, to accommodate a resonance of the system. Or, as
another possibility, the condition might be the frequency that

gives the maximum shear layer displacement for a given pseudo-
piston displacement, thereby maximizing the energy removal from
the mean flow for a given level of cavity pressure oscillations.

.This last condition seems to be the correct one in that, in later
W sections, it will be shown to give the best agreement between the

present theory and the experimental measurements. Such conditions
are actually satisfied for a set of frequencies, given the cavity
geometry. Each frequency corresponds to a different mode of
oscillation. Experiments show that these modes often occur

Ssimultaneously. The cavity geometry and the flow Mach number
determine which mode level dominates; however, it is frequently
the second mode. Presumably, this dominance can be determined
theoretically. It may correspond to which mode can extract the
most mean flow energy or to which mode produces the lowest im-
pedance of the pseudopiston.

4.3 Wave Motion of a Shear Layer Above a Boundary

In this section, we discuss the wave motion between a shear
layer and a boundary. The ultimate goal is to understand the
speed and amplification characteristics of the type of waves
that are responsible for the cavity oscillation phenomenon.
'The basic solutions developed.here-ill eventually be super-
imposed to ',rpresent the boundaries of a cavity being forced
-y a piston at the rear bulkhead. in this manner, the modal
structure within the cavity can be established.

Consider a shear layer and a parallel solid boundary
separated by a distance, D. Between the shear layer and the
boundary is an inviscid, compressible fluid with a sound speed,
ac. On the other side of the shear layer is an inviscid,
compressible fluid moving with uniform velocity, IT., and
having a sound speed, aw. It is of interest to find the re-
lation that governs the motion of small amplitude waves under
the shear layer (see Fig. 8).

The wave motion within the cavity is analyzed using the
coordinate system (I) in Fig. 8. The perturbation velocity
potential is governed by the simple wave equation in two
dimensions:
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FIG. 8. WAVES ON A SHEAR LAYER ABOVE A BOUNDARY.
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xx yy 2 ctt 0 (4.1)
ac

Assume solutions of the form,

4 tecYe ikxei•t, (4.2)

where
2

2 = k2 w (4.3)
ae27
C

A more general solution for fixed frequency can be constructed

iWt m ik x
= e F Ce n cosha y (4.4)n=1l n"

where Cn represent arbitrary constants. Similarly, solutions
with different frequencies could be added if desired. Notice
that the condition of zero normal velocity at the boundary is
satisfied by using the hyperbolic function to re-express the
y-dependence.

The perturbation pressure at the shear layer is

- m ikx
_= n -iwC n e cosh a D . (4.5)•c ly=D-nln

The displacement of the shear layer is

= f~ty=D- = 4yty=D-

m icn ik x
-e - C e n sinha n ) (4.6)

n=
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The flow phenomena above the shear layer is governed by the
convective wave equation:

M Ix •

(l-M 2 )x + -2-0 (47)xx yy axt a tt 0

The coordinate system (II) in Fig. 8 is now used. Assume

solutions of the form

¢ i(kx+Oy) iwt
4 e e (4.8)

with

82 - (l-M 2 )k 2 + 2 + k (+4.9)a 2

As before, these solutions can be added to achieve a more general

form,

m i (knX+$ny)

e y F, A n n n(4.10)
n=l

where the A_ are arbitrary constants. The perturbation pressure
at the shear layer is now given by

P. = (-Ot - U~ x) y0
y--O+

m ikx
T o eint - i(w+Uk n)An e n (4.11)

n=1

The normal velocity at the shear layer is

ivn ik xj
V= ey= 8 en n (4.12)

y y=0+ n
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We can apply the boundary conditions that static pressures
match across the shear layer and that the shear layer be a
material surface. The pressure-matching condition requires
that the two pressures found by considering the regions above
and below the shear layer should be equated. The material
surface condition is determined by requiring that the vertical
velocity in the upper region calculated from shear layer displace-

* ment equals that calculated directly:

v = y=+ + . (413)

SThe first term on the right-hand side arises from unsteady shear
layer motion and the second from tilting the free stream so it
is tangent to the displaced shear layer. The completion of the

*. details leads to the following dispersion relation between
frequency and wavenumber:

iw'$ coshcD = - (w + Uk) 2 a sinhaD , (4.14)PC •

S~where .
Ci 2 k z 2 '•- _

2

a 2

and

62 = (Mk + ) k 2  
.

act,

For disturbances that originate in the vicinity of the
shear layer and the boundary, only some of the solutions of
the dispersion ralation will be admissible. A radiation
condition will be used to exclude solutions that represent
waves traveling inward from infinity and solutions that become
singular at infinity. Furthermore, the case of interest will
be tne determination of wavenumber k for a fixed real frequency,
W. This corresponds to the case of a forced system that is of
interest for the future application of these solutions. When
the frequency is real, the wavenumber will generally be complex.
This corresponds to waves that travel and amplify or decay
spatially.
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Because of the transcendental nature of the dispersion
relation, there are infinitely many solutions for a fixed
frequency. Those that are admissible by the radiation condition
can be divided according to whether they travel upstream or
downstream. The main interest will be in the speed and amplifica-
tion of waves that correspond most nearly to plane waves
traveling between the shear layer and the boundary. It is these
waves that seem to dominate in the oscillation nhenomenon of
shallow cavities.

The dispersion relation will now be re-expressed in a more
appropriate form. If we use the equation of state and the
definition of the speed of sound, and assume equal static pres-
sures prior to perturbation, we obtain

a2 a2
a a

cycP - (4.15)

If the ratio of specific heats is the same on both sides of
the shear layer, then

PO(a).- (L6•c • -= •(4.16)
PC aa

If we assume that the static temperature below the shear layer
equals the stagnation temperature above (the appropriate
assumption for the application of this analysis to cavity
oscillations), then

ac -1
a.0 +. + 2-lM (4.17)

where y = 1.4 for air.

It is convenient to define the followIng nondimensional
quantities:
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a.

K = kD ,
K = kD(4.18)

T = aD and T 2 = K2 -S2

P = (MK + iS) 2

B = BD and B2 = Q-K 2

Using the above, the dispersion relation can be manipulated into
the following form,

Q2T'sinh2 T + S 4 (Q-K 2 )cosh 2 T = 0 . (4.19)

In the process of obtaining this form, the original relation has
been squared. Although the order is now doubled, the ambiguity
of signs for the square roots is no longer present and the total
number of roots is unchanged.

Solutions of the above form of the dispersion relation were
obtained using the computer. Analytical techninues that were
also developed were either unsuccessful or not sufficientl.
accurate over a wide enough range of the parameters to Justify
their further use. The general spatial configuration of roots
in the complex K plane is illustrated in Fig. 9. A detailed
map of ro i, A, B, and C, is presented in Fig. 10. The roots
D and E fail on the negative real K axis; their presentation
in Fig. 10 would not be informative since everything falls on
a single line. The additional roots indicated in Fig. 9 were
computed. however, such a computation follows easily, either by
numerical methods or by assumption of large (KI in the dispersion
relation in order to achieve an analytical approximation. These
roots would be useful only if the internal wave structure of
the cavity were to be constructed in greater detail than is the
present intention. Appendix B presents all of the roots that
were computed.

Tht next 6tep is to choose the waves that satisfy the
boundary conditions of the problem, so that they can be super-
imposed to (approximately) form the cavity geometrv. "hen.
the detailed dynamics of the system can be investigated. Upstream
traveling waves bve ReK > 0, and downstream waves have ReK < 0.
The condition tbh disturbances do not amplify away from the
boundary, namely chat amplitudes are finite or zero as y - -,
requires ImB > 0. It is also necessary that the spatial envelone
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of the waves decays upstream .lince superfluous upstream influ:ence
in this simple cavity model would then be reduced. Purtherrore,
this requirement is consi tstent with the idea that the upstrean
wave radiates energy and decais, whereas the downstream wave
draws energy from mean flow and amplifies, To satisfy these condi-
tions, the roots K* (the comp:Lex conjugates) should be used.

The roots A*, BN, and C* are the prime candidaotes for use

in a simple cavity oscillation model. Root C* is the only
upstream traveling wave, so it must be included in the analyt-
ical model. Both AN and BN are downstream waves, and it
must be determined which is the important wave in the cavity
oscillation phenomena. If we look at the nondimenslonal phase
speed of these waves at the highest Mach number (see M=3 in
the table), it is apparent that root A* behaves as a pressure
wave traveling below the shear layer at nearly the speed of
sound, while root B* behaves as a convection wave on the shear
layer moving at nearly half the mean flow speed (supersonically
relative to the cavity interior when M=3). Note that as M-c
the shear layer becomes infinitely stiff, and the pressure waves
below the shear layer behave as if in a hard-walled enclosure
and travel at the speed of sound. Therefore, it is concluded
that C* is the relevant upstream wave and A* is the relevant
downstream wave.

4.4 Wave Solution Synthesization

Solutions for wave motion between a shear layer and a
boundary have been found for the case of real frequency. Two
of these waves will be combined to approximate a cavity with
a piston at the rear wall, as shown in Vig. 11. The wave
solutions must satisfy the following conditions:

1. They must be essential to the phenomenon; i.e., they
must represent the basic physical effects and not
be needed only to provide higher order struc,•ure.

2. Both upstream and downstream waves must be used.

3, They must satisfy the boundary conditions at ininityv:
i.e., these waves must originate in the region of
the shear layer and boundary and not at infinity.

4. They must decay exponentially in the upstream direction.
This reduces the upstream influence in this simple model
and, in effect, provides an apnroximate Kutta condition.

In the previous section, it was found that the waves
designated as A* and C* satisfy these requirements.
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The upstream wave C* and the downstream wave A* can be
combined to form an approximation to wave motion in an
oscillating cavity. Hith only two waves, lust orc boundary
condition at the cavity leading edge can be arnlied. This
boundary condition will be that the instantaneous net mass
flow through the front bulkhead is always zero. Because these
two waves do not have the same phase dependence with respect
to depth, their local x-components of velocity cannot cancel
over the entire front bulkhead. Thus, the instantaneous
moments of mass flow throurh the bulkhead will renerally not
vanish. It is felt that these nonzero moments of mass flow
only change the details of the cavity wave structure, and they
do not produce any alteration of the basic process.

Similarly, the motion of a piston at the cavity trailing
edge is defined in terms of the net mass flow at the rear
bulkhead position. Arain, moments of mass £low will not
vanish. This approach is justified because the actual mass
addition process does not correspond to a rigid piston shape.

Within the cavity, the velocity potential of this two-wave
system is

e (Ae A coshaAy + Ce coshxcY , (4.20)

where A and C are constants. The velocity components are

=iwt (, ikAx ikcX
u = 2± = e i ik Ae coshaAy + ikcCe coshac V. (4.21)

and

v = e i AAe sinlhaAY + cf. Ce sinhacy ) (4.22)

The shear layer deflection is derived from the vertical velocity
component:

isiwt L.' iA ik Ax ia ikX C
n =vty=D = Ae AsinhotAD - C sinhacD

(4.23)

The pressure is:

-P e iwt i ik Ae x coshtAY - iwCe ikCx coshoY . (4.24) 1i
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The front bulkhead reflection condition requires that the

instantaneous net mass flow vanish, namely

D t 1k Ako D

f udYl - e -- A inhcAy + Csinhay (4.2f ud x-0 A A 01C ")
0 0

Thus, the relationship between the constants is

1C k0
-A AsinhoAD + -a Csinhac D 0 (4.26)

Similarly, the depth average of the lengthwise velocity component
is

SD iwt/i kAA ikAx ikcC e cikCx

Um u udyI -e D+ sinhacD "
0 x=const. A e

(14.27)

The depth average pressure is

PM 1 D i i dk it X iWO ike x
0 dyl e e sinhAD - e sinha D0P x-const. AJ C- , C

(4.28)

When the depth-averaged velocity and pressure are evaluated at
x - L, they become the mean velocity and mean pressure on the
pseudopiston.

It is convenient to recast these results in nondimensional

form. As in Sec. 4.3, let

K = kD, S -wD and T aD . (4.29)

Recall that the quantities K and T are functions of M® and
S. Redefine the constants as

A and C _- (4-30)aDa Da(
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The depth-averaged Mach number of the wave-induced longitudinal
velocity perturbation is

U4 maM = (4.31) 40-m a

The nondimensional depth-averaged pressure is

pPm p (4.32)

rn J2;poa0

and the nondimensional shear layer displacement is defined as Val-

fl-v (4.-33)

If we eliminate one of the constants and nondimensionalize
the results, we obtain

^ iwt iK i KA iKC D
Mm =e 7A ksinhtA e -e ) (4.34)

1e-A ADf 1 CDf
e isKA A --- e e e (4.35)

AA

and th}T
imt KA T 2 x T 2 iK

- A A iKAD C e(c.S= -e s inh e - -jý e ,(4 .36)0-
S TA nA A C

There are two other quantities of interest. The complex
acoustic impedance of the pseudopiston is given by

eAD 1 DK
pm 1• =K-SK (4 .37)

m eiAD e CD)
S.e

4o 4 0 . -.•,A



The complex ratio of n/M is also of interest, since its phase
indicates the relation between shear layer position at the
trailing edge and the pseudopiston motion. The phase angle is
zero when the shear layer deflection becomes negative just as
the pseudopiston begins to move into the cavity. The magnitude
of this quantity is the reciprocal of piston motion per unit
shear layer deflection.

( T ^ T 2 ei K A _ T C 2 i c•

AD C C

A ADe eiC). (38M i= -- f iKCD•
z m (e - e _

These formulas can now be used with the results of the
previous section to calculate the wave structure in oscillating
cavities.

4.5 Discussion of Results

Using the analyses of the previous sections, calculations
were carried out to predict pressure-mode shapes and other
properties of interest in shallow cavities. For mathematical
convenience, the calculations were carried out with nondimensional
frequency, S, held constant, while the distance from the leading
edge was varied. In this way the mode shapes are immediately
obtained. A certain discrete set of distances from the leading

I Medge corresponds to the length-to-depth ratios of cavities that
will oscillate freely at frequency S. When the calculation is
repeated for a different nondimensional frequency, a different
set of length-to-depth ratios will be found. Thus, the
dependence of frequency on mode number, length-to-depth ratio,
and flow conditions can be generated through this calculation
procedure. Other methods, such as fixing length-to-depth ratio
and varying frequency, could also be used. It should be noted
here that the nondimensional frequency, S - wD/a , is not theAt same as S* = fL/U,,, the Strouhal frequency which is often used

to display cavity oscillation results. Of course, they are
related:

So= (L/D) S (4.39)
2 1TM.,

a 2
where a 2= = i+ M 2

a., 2
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A set of results was computed for the case of Mw 3.0 and
S = 1.0. Although this Mach number is really above the range
of greatest interest, the results are instructive for this case;
furthermore, a difficulty that occurs at lower Mach numbers is
avoided. Figure 12 shows the magnitude of unsteady pressure
fluctuations, expressed in dB, as a function of distance from
the leading edge. The arrows denote the possible locations of
a rear bulkhead. Although no experimental mode share data are
available at M, = 3.0, it is encouraging that this computed shape
bears a considerable qualitative resemblance to mode shaDe
measurements at lower Mach numbers. Figures 13 and 14 show
the magnitude of longitudinal velocity and shear layer displace-
ment, respectively. Since both magnitudes are only determined
to within a constant multiple, these curves should be of interest
primarily for their shape and relative size.

A Figures 15 and 16 show the magnitude and phase of the ratio
I/Mm, which is the complex shear layer deflection per pseudo-
piston velocity. Here, each value of x/D is interpreted as L/D,
i.e., as a candidate trailing-edge location. Similarly, Figs. 17
and 18 show the magnitude and phase of the pseudopiston impedance.
Finally, Figs. 19 and 20 show the magnitude and phase of the
complex ratio pm0, which is a type of impedance based on shear
layer displacement rather than pseudopiston velocity. These
quantities are presented as function of x/D (or L/D) at constant
frequency S. (Note that this manner of presentation differs
from the more familiar impedance vs frequency often seen in
acoustics.)

The important question arises as to how the trailing-edge
locations (L/D) can be determined from the information presented.
Experimental results show that a pressure maximum occurs near,
but not exactly at, the trailing edge; very often the pressure
maximum occurs just before the trailing edge (see Sec. 6). Of
course, the pressure maxima correspond closely to the roints of
maximum impedance. The vicinity of the pressure maxima seems to
bear no special relation to the phase of the shear layer relative
to the pseudopiston, arg fl/% (see Fig. 16). It is somewhat
surprising that this phase difference is never zero, which would
correspond to the intuitive kinematic relation between shear
layer position and pseudopiston motion for an oscillating cavity.
However, as mentioned earlier, there Is reason to exrect that

significant phase shifts are introduced by the actual mass
addition process. The one quantity that behaves in a distinct
manner near the qualitatively expected trallnin-edge locations
is H/tm. This quantity, illustrated in Fig. 15, shows a
series of distinct arid rather narrow peaks k-ýurring, slightly
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FIG. 13. MAGNITUDE OF LONGITUDINAL VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS
AS FUNCTION OF DISTANCE FROM THE LEADING EDGE.
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FIG. 15. MAGNITUDE OF THE RATIO OF SHEAR LAYER DEFLECTION

AND LONGITUDINAL VELOCITY FLUCTUATION (PSEUDO-
PISTON VELOCITY) AS FUNCTION OF DISTANCE FROM THE
LEADING EDGE.
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FIG. 17. MAGNITUDE OF THE IMPEDANCE OF A PSEUDOPISTON

AS FUNCTION OF ITS DISTANCE FROM THE LEADING
EDGE.
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FIG. 19. MAGNITUDE OF AN IMPEDANCE BASED ON SHEAR LAYER
DISPLACEMENT AS FUNCTION OF DISTANCE FROM THE
LEADING EDGE.
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behind the pressure maxima. The rest of the curve is relatively
flat. It is believed that the maxima of IF/A. may represent
the proper trailing-edge locations. The arrows on Fig. 12 were
located according to this criteria. The maxima of I6 /tml
correspond to the most mean flow addition for a given pseudo-
piston displacement. Therefore, this condition corresponds to
a maximum removal of energy from the mean flow by the trailing-
edge mass addition process for a given motion of the pseudo-
piston, If the net energy losses from other processes in the
cavity are determined essentially by its level of activity (as
indicated by the pseudopiston motion), then these criteria provide
the most addition of energy to overcome these losses.

A somewhat different viewpoint can bring us to the same
conclusion. From Fig. 13, it is apparent that the magnitude
of wave-induced longitudinal velocity in the cavity is never
zero, except at the leading edge. Therefore, without the trailing-
edge mass addition and removal process, the proper boundary
condition could never be satisfied at the rear bulkhead. However,
it is nearly satisfied in the vicinity of the velocity minima,
since in this location the least pseudopiston notion is required
to provide the proper boundary condition. Clearly, the trailing-
edge mass addition process operates most efficiently when the
maximum shear layer deflection is available for a given pseudo-
piston motion. Thus, the boundary condition at the trailing
edge is most easily satisfied whenever 1l/Mm1 is a maximum.

Once the criterion for picking the trailing-edge location
is established, the oscillation frequencies for a fixed cavity
geometry can be determined. Then, it may be possible to determine
the relative strength of these modes of oscillation. It is
believed that the determination of the dominant mode is related
to a condition such as: which mode gives the lowest impedance
of the pseudopiston; or which mode removes the most energy from
the mean flow; or for which mode does the mass addition process
operate most efficiently. This important area of research should
receive more attention in the future, particularly since the
answer has an importance which extends beyond the present problem.

The present analysis is less successful when the calculation
is made for lower Mach number. This problem is illustrated in
Fig. 21, where the Mach number is M = 1.0 and S = 1/2. It
can be seen that only the first mode appears, and that the magnitude
of unsteady pressure Increases rapidly with increasing x/D. A
similar trend is found when the calculation is repeated for
M, = 1.0 and S = 1.0. Although the first mode is predicted
successfully, none of the higher modes is found because the
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magnitude of pressure increases rapidly without additional nodes.
This result contradicts the experiments where modes as hiigh as
the fourth are detected. In fact, the second mode is often the
one with dominant pressure levels. Because this shortcoming is

found everywhere below about M = 2.0 for all S, an extensive
investigation was undertaken to identify the problem. During
this investigation, several alternate boundary conditions at

both leading and trailing edg:es were tried. The effect of in-
cluding the shear layer convection wave B* was also considered
for several different boundary conditions. For instance, when
this additional wave is included, the Kutta condition can be
applied in addition to the reflection condition at the front
bulkhead. Finally, the possible effects of adding some of the
other waves, and of doing the problem more formally, were
considered. No dramatic improvements over the basic model were
made, and some results were much worse. Nor did it seem worth-

while to make the problem more complicated.

Careful investigation shows that the source of the problem

is that the spatial amplification rate of the downstream wave
greatly exceeds tnat of the upstream wave over much of the Mach
number range. This fact is apparent from the basic wave solu-

tions which show that the imaginary part of K* exceeds that of K*;
the discrepancy increases with decreasing Mach number. Not far C

behind the leading edge, the exponential amolitude growth of
the downstream wave dominates so completely tnat pressure nodes
can no longer be formed; i.e., the energy extracted by the down-

stream wave from the flow greatly exceeds that radiated by the

upstream wave. Tmhis fact does add theoretical support to the

observation that cavity oscillations are self-sustaining under :

almost all flow conditions. However, since higher modes are
commonly observed experimentally, it must be concluded that
either the amplification rate of the shear layer is overestimated

or that the ultimate amplification of the downstream wave is

limited by some additional process. An example of the second

possibility would be the nonlinearity introduced by the shear

layer rolling up into discrete vortices, which has been observed

at subsonic flow speeds. The present anplytical difficulty
extends well into the supersonic flo.. ime where roll up is
much less likely.

It is believed, therefore, that this simple model, which

assumes an infinitely thin shear layer, overestimates the

amplification rate of the downstream wave. This difficulty

can be resolved by accounting for the finite thickness and

different flow velocity of the shear layer. This effect could
be included analytically in a future research effort. The
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accuracy required for the cavity problem does not involve
detailed theoretical flow solutions in the shear layer region.
Once the shear layer is properly accounted for, it is expected
that much better results could be obtained at lower Mach numbers,
using basically the same analytical approach as described. If
the present higch Mach number results are any indication, this
simple analytical approach may eventually lead to a complete and
detailed theoretical understanding of the physics of the oscilla-
tion phenomenon.

4.6 Frequency Prediction

In this section, the wave solutions found in Sec. 4.2 are
used as the basis for a semiempirical frequency prediction
scheme. The approach taken is similar to that of Rossiter
(1966). This discussion helps to illustrate the relationship
between Rossiter's assumptions and the present physical model.

The pressure modes in the cavity are made from the super-
position of upstream and downstream waves whose phase speeds
are different. Suppose the average distance between pressure
maxima is X Because of the different phase speeds and
amplificatipn rates, the actual distances between pressure
maxima need not all be the same. Let L + 6 = fp, where n is
an integer and L is the cavity length. The quantity 6 is an
undetermined value that accounts for the fasts that the cavity
trailing edge is not actually a reflection plane (pressure maxima),
that there are phase shifts in the system, and that Xp is only an
average value.

If T is the oscillation period,

L+6 + L+6= nT (4.40)
c c

PAr PCr

where the mode number n equals the number of pressure minima in

the cavity, CpAr and Cpcr are the real part of the phase speed

of the downstream wave and the upstream wave, respectively.

c = W k* (4.41)
p k 2k
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Therefore,

1k1Wp - r (4.42)
Pr Ik 12

Then,

L+6 ( kA1 Ikcl~ 271•-
L= + k- n (4.43)

(k Ar kr•

Defining K = kD,

+ K C L) i+rn (4.44)

K ArNýKAr KCr D\ L

Suppose the factor 6 is a fraction (positive or negative) of a
wavelength, namely 6 = . Since 1 + 6 - nX, and L = nX - 6:p p'p

L+6 = n (4145)
L n-ct

Hence,

IKAI• IK C12 (n a
+ 2) T /(nD-a) (4.46)

KAr Kcr

where KA and K0 are functions of M, and S. Tf 1T, n, and L/D
are specified, and a value of the empirical constant a Js assigned,
then the above equation determines S. From this, the cavity
Strouhal number, S* = fL/U,, can be determined.

S* (L/D)
2•iM (4.47)

where a / 2+Y- M2
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Figure 22 shows those resu]ts plotted for (A 0.1 for
nr 1.0, and a - 0.25 for n = 2, 3,and 4. The Rossiter formula
is also shown.

The results show the effect of length-to-depth ratio. The
predicted Strouhal numbers begin to fall below the measured
results when M < 1.0. This problem can be traced once again to
the excessive amplification rate of the downstream wave, which
affects the phase speed. If the calculation is repeated by
setting the imaginary part of K oqual to zero (no amplification),
then the computed frequencies fall above the measured results at
low Mach number. This fact suggests that lowering the amplifica-
tion rate will raise the present results at low Mach number,
which then gives better agreement with the experiment. It is
noted that there is no guarantee that the empirical constant a
is independent of Mach number. However, substantial variations
in a must be introduced to account for the discrepancy at low
Mach number.
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SECTION 5

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1 Scope of Experimental Studies

The analytical considerations, presented in the previous
sections, provided insight into the basic physical phenomena

Sr that ar, responsible for the occurrence of flow-induced pres-
sure oscillations in shallow cavities. In particular, it was

0 determined that the onset of pressure fluctuations depends on
the balance between energy supplied by the external flow and
energy dissipated by viscous lcsses and acoustic radiation,
so that an excess of energy drawn from the external flow
results in the onset and sustenance of oscillations and vice

wN, versa.
Wrt- ,While the oscillation onset is linked to both phase

and gain criteria, no particular onset velocity was found
to exist for shallow cavities. However, a set of general
aerodynamic criteria was established that define a region
(in terms of geometry end flow parameters) where the least
damping of shear layer wave motion occurs; thus, the oscilla-
tion process sustains itself. The analysis had a twofoldt purpose: (1) to determine the oscillation frequencies, the
mode shapes, and mode levels in a resonant cavity; and (2) to
establish criteria for stabilizing the flow in order to suppress
the oscillation. The analysis was reasonably successful since
it provided resonant frequencies as a function of geometric and
aerodynamic parameters and, to some extent, the mode shapes;
however, because of the extreme complexity of the flow/cavity

*• interaction, no conclusive model could be developed to predict
the mode levels accurately. The analysis was successful in
establishing criteria for shear layer stabilization (a reauire-
ment for the suppression of pressure oscillations).

To evaluate the analytical predictions and to gain practical
information, an experimental program was initiated. One important
purpose of this program was to verify the resonant frequency
predictions and the theoretically derived mode shapes, as well
as to provide reliable information on maximum levels and mode-
amplitude distribution in the cavity for a variety of cavity
length-to-depth ratios and freestream Mach numbers. Another
purpose of the experiments was to verify the criteria for shear
layer stabilization and to find and optimize geometric changes
of the basic rectangular cavity configuration for maximum oscilla-
tion suppression.
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In order to attain these goals, it was necessary to
conduct the experiments in a large flow facility primarilv
to eliminate the uncertainty usually associated with scaling.
It was also desirable to conduct the experiments over a large
Mach number range, to duplicate typical flight envelopes of
modern aircraft. Finally, a test setup was necessary that
allowed quick changes in cavity geometry.

The experiments were conducted in the NASA Lewis 8 x 6 ft
Transonic Wind Tunnel, which met all the above conditions.
In preparation for these large-scale experiments, however,
tests were conducted in a small-scale wall-Jet flow facility
at BBN. This facillty allowed a quick survey of a large number
of configurations, so that some optimization of geometric changes
could be made prior to large-scale testing. These small-scale
tests, however, comprised only the subsonic Mach number range.
In a supplementary effort, therefore, a water table flow visualiza-
tion apparatus was constructed that proved to be helpful in
visualizing the unsteady phenomena inside and outside the cavity
for simulated supersonic external flow. The water table tests
also served to check stabilization configurations.
5.2 Experimental Techniques: Small-Scale Studies

5.2.1 Exploratory Studies: Wall-Jet Flow Facility

Subsonic flow experiments were conducted using the test
setup shown in Fig. 23. High-pressure air is fed through an
absorptive muffler into a converging nozzle with a square
opening of 3 x 3 in 2 . The lower nozzle rim is flush with a
plate, which contains a rectangular cavity 1 in. wide by 2.5 in.
deep by 8 in. long. When insert blocks are used, the geometry
can be readily changed to form cavities of length-to-depth
ratios from 0.5 to 20. In all cases, however, the width is
constant at 1 in. The flow emanating from the nozzle forms a
wall jet, and the flow on the plate surface has the aerodynamic
properties of any surface flow with a slow boundary layer
growth (see Fig. 24). Along the unconstrained jet boundaries
the shear layer grows in accordance with the free mixing process,
surrounding a potential core of low turbulence, which is
reminiscent of quiescent air above a surface boundary layer. In
all experiments, care was taken that the cavity mouth area was
well within this potential core regime, so that the free shear
layer of the wall jet would not affect the cavity pressure oscilla-
tion process. Since only cavity internal fluctuating pressures
were measured, rather than farfield radiated acoustic pressures,
there was no danger of shear layer acoustic refraction to affect
the measurement data.
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Prior to exiting from the nozzle, the flow passes through
a honeycomb structure to extract any swirl and through several
mesh wire grids to minimize the turbulence intensity in the
potential core flow. Sandpaper roughness across the exit lip
of the nozzle provides turbulent boundary layer flow to interact
with the cavity mouth. Since it had been established in flight
tests (Smith et al., 1974) that inlet flow in aircraft bays
under most flight conditions is turbulent, most of the experi-
ments were conducted with the surface roughness at the nozzle
exit. Exit flow speed could be varied from 0 to over 700 ft/sec.
Flow speed is monitored through a pitot-static tube in the
nozzle exit cross section.

Cavity internal fluctuating pressures were measured with
BBN type 376 1/4 in.-diam. piezoelectric pressure sensors
located at the leading-edge and the trailing-edge bulkheads.
Sensor signals were usually fed into a GR type 1564A 1/10-octave
band analyzer, and spectra plotted out on a GR type 1521 Graphic
Level Recorder in real time.

One important issue of the study was the evaluation of the
steady-state (dc) drag induced by the basic cavity configuration
and the change in drag due to geometric cavity modifications
through oscillation suppression devices. To measure dc drag,
the plate containing the cavity was supported by low friction
ball bearings that, in turn, ran on two horizontal steel rods
(see Fig. 25). The drag forces (i.e., forces in the mean
flow direction) were transferred via a 1/4-in, diameter steel
ball to a (BBN-developed) force link, which was attached to a
heavy steel frame. A bias force was provided through a spring
pressing against the cavity block in the downstream direction
with several times the force expected from the cavity drag.
Force transfer through a steel ball eliminated the possibility,
of any force or moment transfer, other than in the direction
of the sensitivity axis of the force link, which, of course,
coincides with the direction of flow-induced drag. The system
was calibrated by applying a known force in the flow direction
and reading the output voltage of the force gauge, after
cancelling out the bias force. The force measurement system
was perfectly linear in the range of measurements taken.
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Three-dimensional flow visualization was obtained by feeding
smoke into the cavity near the floor and the leading-edge bulk-
head. Short-duration flash photographs allowed visualization of

the oscillating shear layer in a qualitative manner.

5.2.2 Exploratory Studies: Water Table Facility

Since the small-scale flow facility permitted only subsonic
flow experiments, some exploratory studies were conducted in a
water table facility which allows supersonic flow simulation.

A simple water table setup permits two-dimensional simula-
tion of the pressure oscillation phenomenon. Since pressure
oscillations in shalluw and long cavities are basically two-
dimensional in character, a high degree of similarity, especially
on the unsteady, oi periodic, part of the phenomenon can be
achieved.

Figure 26 shows a schematic of the setup, which essentially
involves a slightly inclined transparent glass plate supporting
the water flow. Using the optical system of an overhead pro-
jector, a direct projection on a screen is possible; the surface
waves and their motion are shown at a high contrast. Optimum
simulation of the phenomenon is achieved by using a water depth
of about 1/14 in.; blocks defined a cavity of 2-In. depth (in
the plane of the water), and variable lengths (2 in. to 8 in.).
Direct observation of the unsteady phenomena is possible;
however, a motion film camera with a moderately high speed
(e.g., 54 frames per see) sufficiently slows the phenomenon so
that the motion of the shear layer, the external leading-edge
and trailing-edge shock Wave formation, and the cavity internal
pressure wave (Heller et al., 1973) can be followed. The
analysis developed in Sec. 4 of this report is essentially based
on the water table visualization results.

5.3 Experimental Techniques: Large-Scale Studies

5.3.1 Wind Tunnel Facility

The NASA Lewis 8 by 6 ft Wind Tunnel Is a continuous closed-
circuit flow facility. A remotely variable nozzle contour allows
operation in the Mach number range from about 0.8 to 2.1. Since
the facility is an atmospheric tunnel, stagnation and/or dynamic
pressure of the free stream is a function of the operational Mach
number and cannot be changed independently of Mach number. A
plot of stagnation pressure, dynamic pressure, and unit Reynolds
number as function of tunnel Mach number appears in Fig. 27.
The drop in static pressure for increasing Mach number defines a
simulated altitude as shown in Fig. 28.
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5.3.2 Cavity Model

The cavity model is shown in Figs. 29 to 31. Cavity width
is 9 in., the length is 36 in., and the floor position can be
remotely controlled between a depth of 16 in. and 6 in., resulting
in length-to-depth ratios of 2.25 < L/D < 6.0 (Fir. 29).
Figure 30 shows the partially disassembled cavity with the driving "
mechanism for the floor movement. The cavity was made entirely of
1-in. aluminum, with Teflon strips to seal the floor against the
cavity walls. Figure 30 also shows the traverse rod, which
contains a BBN type 376 sensor, 5 in. below the cavity surface
plane. The rod could also be driven remotely to survey the
cavity internal pressure field. Figure 31 shows the assembled
cavity with two extensions, one at each of the leading- and the
trailing-edge bulkheads. These extensions measure 6 in. long bv
6 in. deep and 8.5 in. wide, which increases the total cavity
length to 48 in. however, they were not used to increase the
cavity length but to allow changes in the cavity geometry at
leading- and trailling-edge areas, such as slants or roundings,
or to accept the drive mechanism for changing, the angle of up-
stream canard spoilers (see Sec. 7.3). Figure 32 also shows
two remotely drivable rods near the rear end of the cavity;
these rods support leading- or traillng-edge cowls or guidevanes
and vary the position of such suppression devices in the vertical •

directi on.

Hence, in any given test, there was the possibility to vary
independently the position of the floor, the traverso rod, a
leading- or trailing-edge oscillation suppression device, an.
the canard spoilers. Figure 33 shows the cavity model installed
in the tunnel test section. Since the test section walls are
perforated, the cavity mouth area is surrounded by a flat smooth
olate, providing a surface for natural boundary layer growth. The
distance from the plate leading- edge to the cavity leading edge is
76 in. A closeup of the installed cavi1ty anpears In FIg. 34,
which shows the traverse rod and two laterally displaced oitot-
static tubes in the floor.

5 3.3 Instrumentation

Both mean-flow and unsteady-flow quantities were measured.

Mean-Flow Quantities

Boundary Layer Profile. A boundary layer rake extending
1.5 in. above the surface at the cavity leadinr edge, but
laterally displaced, provides information on steady-state boundary
layer characteristics, specifically, velocity-profile, boundary
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layer thickness, -and displacement thickness. Similar informa-
tion is obtained from a rake dowuistream of the cavity located
on the cavity centerline. This rake extends 13 in. above the
surface plane. Fig-ure 35 provides details cn i-ake location.

Recirculation Velocity. Qualitative information on recircula-
tion velocities is obtained through two pitot-static tubes
attached to the cavity floor facingo in the downstream direction.

Static Pressures. Several static pressure taps are provided
along the cavity floor and the forward and aft bulkhead (see
Fig. 35).

Cavity Internal Temperatures. Two thermocouples at the
locations indicated in Fig. 35 provide information on cavity
Internal temperature and, hence, on cavity internal speed of 2ud

Unsteady Quantities

Fluctuating Pressures. Fluctuating-!Dressiu.re levels (sound
pressure levels) are measured through 9 BBN type 376 l/~4-in.
diameter piezoelectric pressure sensors. Sensor locations are
shown to scale in Fig. 36. There is one sensor each in the
surface plane upstream and downstream of the cavity leading
and trailing edge on the centerline (Sensors 1 and 8); one
each in the forward and aft bulkhead (Sensors 2 and 7); four
in the floor, two of these in a corner position (Sensors 3
and 6); and two near the center of the floor hut near opposite
side walls (Sensors 4 and 5). One sensor is imbedded in the
traverse rod (Sensor 9).

Vibration. one accelerometer is located at a middle loca-
tion on the floor, outside of the cavity, to monitor vibration
for possible interference with fluctuating-pressure measure-
ments.

5.3.4 Data Acquisition and Reduction

Figure 37 shows the data acquisition system, consisting of
9 BBN type 376 pressure transducers, 1 BBN type 501 accelerometer,
10 Preston 8300 XWB Amplifiers with stepwise adjt'stable 1 to
1000 gain, 10 voltage dividers, and 1 Sangamo ~4700 14-channel
tape recorder.
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The voitege dividers compensate for the different sensor
sensitivities, so that the input voltage to the tape recorder
for a given pressure level was the same for each pressure
sensor (provided the sensor signal is put through the same
amplifier gain). All recordings are made at 30-ips tape speed;
the system frequency response ranges from 20 Hz to beyond
40,000 Hz. The data analysis system, which is shown in Fig. 38,
consists of' one Sangamo 4700 14-channel tape recorder, one switch
for channel selection, and one Preston Amplifier Type 12048. The
signal can then be analyzed either in: 1/3-octave bands uslngi
a General Radio type 1925/1926 Real Time Analyzer and type 1522
Grapl ic Level Recorder; or in 10-Hz constant bandwidth using a
General Radio type 1900-A Wave Analyzer with a type 15?1-A
Graphic Level Recorder. A Hewlett Packard type 521C frequency
counter is used to determine resonant frequencies accurately.
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SECTION 6

TEST RESULTS: BASIC CAVITY

6.1 Flow Visualization

In this section, both subsonic and supersonic flow visual-
ization results will be discussed. Cavity pressure oscillation
mechanisms for external subsonic and supersonic flow are oulte
similar; hence, the subsonic visualization results can be
interpreted on the basis of the sunersonic visualization results,
for which much more detailed information was obtained.

Figure 39 represents a complete sequence of the water table
simulation* for a typical oscillation cycle for external super-
sonic flow of about M = 1.5. The motion pictures were edited to
show the mass injection process, which starts with the shedding
of a shear layer from the leading edge (frames 1 to 7). The
separated shear layer approaches the trailing edge (frames 8 to
12), and flows over the trailing edge (frames 13 to 17). There-
after, the shear layer "whips" down (frames 18 to 24), thus
exposing the trailing edge to the free stream, which causes a
"bow wave," i.e., a shock front, to occur at the trailing edge in
(frames 24 to 30). Simultaneously, the downward motion of the
shear layer causes a pressure wave (frame 24) to appear in the
joint region of the trailing-edge bulkhead and the floor; this

pressure wave subsequently moves towards the leading edge
(frames 24 to 39), straightening out along its path. The pres-
sure wave also causes the shear layer above to bend outward into
the free stream. This outward bend causes a shock front to
trail along with the pressure wave in the upstream direction
(frames 26 to 40). Since this shock front travels against the
free stream with the speed of the cavity internal pressure wave
(roughly with Mach 1, the speed of sound in the cavity), the
effective speed against the free stream is higher than the free-
stream speed. Consequently, the trailing shock f'ront is inclined
more than would correspond to the freestream Mach anrle. Upon
arrival at the leading edge (frame 39), the cavity internal pres-
sure wave is reflected and travels downstream in the cavity
(frames 40 to 50). Once the external shock wave has arrived
at the leading edge, it separates from its originator, i.e., the
outward bump in the shear layer, and trails out in the freestream
medium. Since the downstream-traveling cavity internal pressure

*In this sequence, flow is from right to left.
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wave propagates with the cavity internal speed of sound (roughly
Mach 1), the pressure wave speed is now subtracted from the
external flow speed and the t"bump"? in the shear layer travels
with an effectively subsonic speed, which c~auses no external
shockwave.* The pressure wave travels further downstream and
dissipates its energy along its cavity internal path. Meanwhile,
probably around frame 50 ± 5, a new downlash of the shear layer
at the trailing edge occurs, which causes a new pressure wave to
originate, whereupon the process repeats itself.

The above sequence shows clearly the generating process
for a fundamental mode. However, higher order modes can be
simulated as shown in Fig. 40 (which, again, is an excerpt
from the motion picture). Here, the cavity trailing-edge bulk-
head was moved forward and backward in a piston-like manner
forcing the cavity at a higrher frequency than the naturallyt
occurring fundamental frequency.

The generation mechanisms for supersonic and subsonic
external flow are believed to be quite similar. This belief
is substantiated by the experimental data that relate resonant
Strouhal numbers to freestream Mach numbers on one hand, and
resonant mode levels and freestream Mach numbers on the other
hand (see Secs. 6.6 and 6.8). In both sets of data, there is
a smooth transition from the subsonic over the transonic to
the supersonic flow regime. The main difference lies in the
appearance of the external shear layer. In the supersonic case,
the external shear layer exhibits a wavy, though continuous,
shape, resulting In an up-and-down motion at the trailing edge;
as described above, this results from the forcing of the internal
pressure wave motion. In the subsonic case, the external shear
layer tends to roll up to form individual vortices. In the
three-dimensional visualization photograph, shown in Fig. 41,
two individual vortices convect and grow in a downstream direction.
This instantaneous picture was taken in the small-scale expert-
miental flow facility (see Sec. 5.2.1) for a Mach number of about
0.25. These pictures correspond qualitatively with those obtained
by Rossiter (1966), which are reproduced here as Fig. 42.

*The external flow speed in this simulation was about Mach 1.5;
hence, the effect-ive speed of the shear layer bump is 1.5 - 1
- 0.5, i.e., subsonic.

t In the water table visualization setup, only the fundamental
mode can sustain itself.
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As has been emphasized in Sec. 3, these vortices are not
the cause of the oscillation as assumed by Rossiter, but the
external manifestation of the oscillation process, which is a
result of cavity internal pressure wave motions.

6.2 Boundary Layer Characteristics

As shown in Fig. 27, the unit Reynolds number in the NASA
Lewis Research Center 8 x 6 ft tunnel at Mach numbers above
0.8 is between 4.2 and 4.8 x 106, which results in Reynolds
numbers at the cavity mouth of 26 to 30 million. These Reynolds
numbers are high enough to result in fully developed turbulent
flow at the cavity mouth.

Boundary layer profiles were measured at the sideline ex-
tension of the cavity mouth, and the results are shown in
Fig. 43. The profiles in the Mach number range of 0.8 < M < 1.5
coincide, showing the shape of a fully developed turbulent
boundary layer. The exponent N in the profile equation, IT/U
= (y/6)l/N, corresponds to 7.3. The Mach 2 velocity profile
deviates in shape from the lower Mach number profiles, with an
exponent N of about 10.5.

The boundary layer displacement thickness is about 0.1%5
± 0.006 in. for 0.8 < Ni0 < 1.5; thus, it is a factor of 35 to 95
times smaller than the cavity depth. Displacement thickness at
MN = 2 is about 0.14 in. (Fig. 44). Correspondingly, the
boundary layer thickness is about 1.0 in. ± 0.13 for 0.8 < M
< 1.5 and about 0.78 in. for M N 2. Hence, for the shallow
cavity experiments (L/D = 6), rhe ratio of cavity depth to
boundary layer thickness (D/6) is 6 to 7; for the deep cavitv
experiments (L/D = 2.25), D/6 is 16 to 20. Thus, the boundary
layer dimensions are many times smaller than the cavity depth.

6.3 -Mean Pressure

Static pressures in the cavity were measured at six locatlons,
four on the floor, and one each on the forward and the aft bulk-
head. Figure 45 presents the static pressure, P , on the floor
at 0.1, 0.33, 0.66, and 0.9 of the cavity lengih, normalized
with the freestream total pressure, P•. The information is
Friven for freestream Mach numbtris rangior from 0.78 to 2.0,
and broken down for three L/D ratios. There is no obvious
dependence on the L/D ratio, but the pressure ratio it each
Mach number rises towards the trailing edge (x/L = 1). rurther-
more, the lower the Mach number, the hitcher is the pressure
ratio.
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tv! deoit!, "o I hat lowerI./D rat ios result ýIi lower recovery
!, I (cr3. r:h, data, wihich were obtained In the NASA Lewis
'o.esoarch Center S x 6 ft tuninel, however, are sv.tenmatlcallv

lowtc'r 1hhan those ottalned in a previouan studv ( Peller$, 1970)

in the MI'" Naval Supersonic Tunnel.

Hloler ct a7. (1.q70.) have arfued that the speed of sound
in thie cavity approaches the stagnvtIon speed of sound in the
f ,t-_, st earn,. "]'h is w:as a n•ey pos t- <±I ' In i i',.d fyJ.ti RoT ss' " 's

(3.966) equsatIon that relates resonant 9 vequc-ncles in the cavity
I.o freestroam Mach numbers. The measured data In -Aig. 41 support
this earlier conclusion; recovery factors are closer to unity
than to zero, as had been assumed by Rossiter.

6.5 Fluctuating-Pressure Eiata

6.5.1 Spectra

Forty runs were conducted; each run has a different Mqch
number and lenith-t.o-depth ratio of the cavity. Since the cavity
contains nine (fluctuating) pressure sensors and one accelero-
meter, close to 4u0 individual data points were obtained.

"Tests were conducted at the foliowJtr ',iach numbers: 0.,q

0.9, 0.95, 1.0, 1.05, 2.1, 1.7, 1.5, and 2.0. Por most of these
wach numbers, dat:a were recorded at three 1,/T ratios, i.e. 3,

*Averaged over the four floor positions.
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TABLE I. CONVERSION FACTORS

Moo Ordinate Abscissa
Correction* Correctiont

(dB)

0.8 184 0.00341

0.9 185 0.00307

1.0 186 0.00281

1.1 187 0.00262

1.2 187.5 0.00239

1.5 188.5 0.00202

2.0 189.5 0.00162

Of course, the frequency scale is only valid for a cavity
of 3-ft length. To nondimensionalize the frequency on a Strouhal
number basis, we must multiply the frequency abscissas by the
appropriate numbers in Table I.

As further illustration of' the spectral energy distribution
in and near the cavity, Figs. 49 and 50 show 1/3-octave band
spectra obtained for an L/D 2.3 cavity at various locations at
M= 0.8 and M. = 1.5, respectively. Since sensor signals on a
cavity leading- or trailing-edge wall, and in corners, are more
easily compared than signals from sensors halfway in the cavity,
where levels are affected by location, only signals from sensors
1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8 (see Fig. 36) are shown.

*To convert ordinate levels in Fig. 49 to read 20 log (p rm-,/q.),subtract the numbers in the column from the ordinate levels.

t To convert abscissa frequencies in Fig. 49 to Strouhal
frequencies, S = fL/U, multiply the frequencies by the
numbers in the column.
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Generally, we can conclude that spectral energy distribution
and levels are quite uniform inside the cavity near the leadinF-
edge bulkhead. At subsonic speeds, acoustic energy is radiated
up:tream, so that a generically similar spectrum, although of
lower intensity, is observed a short distance upstream of the
leading edge. Acoustic characteristics in the trailing-edge
region are also quite similar; however, the discrete tone levels
are higher than at the leading-edge bulkhead, and broadband noise
has increased significantly. Acoustic signatures, a small
distance downstream of the cavity trailing edge, correspond to

those inside the cavity, but the levels are slightly reduced.
The data presented in Figs. 49 and 50 can also be nondimen-
slonalized using Table I.

A more detailed picture about the energy distribution be-

tween discrete tones and broadband energy is obtained through
narrowband analysis. In Fig. 51, 10-Hz constant bandwidth
spectra spanning the 0 to 1000-Hz frequency rangle are presented
for three L/D ratios at the leading- and trailing-edge regions.
The Mach number in this test was unity. These spectra show
that near the leading edge for deep cavities (L/D = 2.3) almost
all energy is in discrete frequency bands; in fact, the broad-
band energy (in this 10-Hz bandwidth representation) is about
40 dB down from the dominant mode-2. Tone levels near the
trailing edge are comparable to, or exceed, those at the leading
edge, however the broadband energy has significantly increased;
it is only 25 dB below the mode-2 peak.

For the shallower cavity (L/D = 5.5), the energy is somewhat
more evenly distributed between modes; broadband energy at the

leading edge is only 25 dB below the mode - 2 peak. At the
trailing edge, the mode-2 peak exceeds the broadband energy level
by about 18 dB.

6.5.2 Resonant Frequencies

As has been discussed in previous sections, flow-exposed
cavities resonate at discrete frequencies, which order them-
selves along certain modes. In order to determine resonant
frequencies accurately, the frequencies were ccunted by
electronic means.

Figure 52 shows nondimensional frequencles, Sm = fmL/TJU, ,
as function of freestream Mach number M.. here, f is a
resonant frequency with m = 1, 2, 3 ... denoting t e mode under
consid1eration, L is the cavity lengti>, and U. is the freestream-
velocity. Four sets of data are contained: (1) test results
for 2.3 < L/D < 5.5 obtained at the NASA Lewis Research Center
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8 x 6 ft wind tunnel; (2) test results from a previous research
effort obtained for 4 < L/D < 7 in the MTT Naval Supersonic Wind
Tunnel (Heller et al., 1970); (3) Air Force flight test data for
L/D = 4.0 (Smith et at., 1974); and (4) small-scale test data
obtained in the wall-jet facility for 2.0 < L/D < 5.0. This
plot spans the Mach number range from 0.22 to 3.0.

It is evident that all data points order themselves closely
among the various mode curves that were previously (Heller et al.,
1970) expressed analytically as

f "Lm =L r - a 6i
rn-aU (6.1)Sm U

2 ')] + 1/kv

where a is an empirical constant, which is close to 0.25 for
L/D = 4, y is the ratio of specific heats, arid k is another
empirical constant tied to a disturbance convectYon speed in
the cavity shear layer and found to equal 0.57. No systematic
effect of the L/D ratio on nondimensional frequencies is readily
discernable in the 2 < L/D < 7 range, because of experimental
scatter. Qualitatively, then, we may state that the lower LiD
ratios tend to increase the nondimensional frequency.

At Mach numbers below 0.5, the data points rise faster
(towards M = 0) than predicted by Eq. 6.1, which restricts
the validity of the equation to M > 0.5.

Resonant frequencies up to the fifth mode and, possibly,
beyond were observed; however, they had dramatically different
modal intensities, depending on both Mach number and length-to-
depth ratios. Hence, while a resonance can only occur at
frequencies determined by Eq. 6.1, this representation of mode
frequencies does not determine whether a resonance will, in
fact, occur.

6.5.3 Effect of L/D Ratio on Frequencies

Since the general scatter of the large body of experimental
data does not allow an accurate evaluation of the mode frequency
dependence on the L/D ratio, an experiment on the small-scale
wall-jet facility was initiated. In this experiment, the L/D
ratio was systematically varied from 0.3 to 6.67, thus encompassing
the range from very deep to very shallow cavities. The external
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flow speed was kept constant at 245 ft/seec. Figure 53 presents
the results in terms of Strouhal numbers vs L/D ratio.

Deep cavity nondimensional mode frequencies increase rapidlv
with L/D up to L/D 4 1. From dimensional considerations, it is
clear that for deep cavities the dependence of S on mode number,
Mach number, and L/D must be S a (m/M) * (L/D); i.e., for constant
m and M, the Strouhal number is directly proportional to L/D. On
the other hand, as shown by Heller et aZ. (1970), shallow cavity
nondimensional frequencies are nearly independent of L/D.

This behavior is quite clear in Fig. 53. For shallow
cavities (L/D > 2), the nondimensional resonant frequencies
decrease as the cavity becomes shallower. At these relatively
low Mach numbers (M = 0.22), the increase of the L/D ratio from
2 to 4 results in a 20% decrease in Strouhal number. However,
there is reason to believe that at higher external flow speed
the effect is less dramatic, and frequency variations for the
important first three modes at transonic and supersonic flow
speeds are probably less than 5%.

6.5.4 Levels

The question of oscillation onset is best answered by
Figs. 54 and 55, where nondimensional resonant levels are
presented. These figures pertain to levels that were measured
in the leading-edge bulkhead region and the trailing-edge bulk-
head region, respectively. Data are presented for modes 1, 2,
and 3 and for L/D ratios of 2.3, 4.0, and 5.1. Experimental
results from the large-scale NASA Lewis Research Center 8 x 6 ft
tunnel tests, the Air Force flight tests, the previous M7' Naval
Supersonic Wind Tunnel test, and the small-scale wall-jet tests
are included. It should be emphasized that this representation
is not a plot of the overall cavity noise level vs Mach number,
but a plot of the level of each individual mode vs Mach number.
An attempt was made to connect the data points, which, in the
leading-edge bulkhead region, order themselves along single
curves (see Fig. 54). The uncertainty about modal levels Is
much greater in the trailing-edge bulkhead data (see Fig. 55).
Here, the discrepancy between flight test and wind tunnel test
is quite pronounced.

For cavities of L/D > 2, it can be concluded that the
oscillation onset is gradual, as exemplified in Pig. 56.
For the specific case of a mode-2 resonance and an L/D of
four, this figure shows the rapid but smooth level increase
from M = 0.2 to M = 1, reaching a relative maximum at M = 1.2
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and decreasing thereafter more gradually. Resonant mode behavior
for other conditions, as documented In Pig. 54 is generically
quite similar.

in the followtn t -erles of fligures (P'ig'. 57), the data
of Figs. 54 and 55 are pres-ented again to allow direct
comparison of mode levels for various L/D ratios.

6.5.5 Mode Shapes

Previous investigations (Smith et aZ., 1974; Heller et aZ.,
1970) demonstrated that the longitudinal ampiltude distribution
of resonant frequencies shows great similarlty to the resonant
behavlor of a one-dimensional oscillator resonating< in a length-
wise direction. However, the resonant frequencies do not
directly correspond to ideal "closed-box" longitudinal frequencies,

other than at high Mach numbers, where the external flow re-
presents a rather stiff boun•dary,.i

Tne setting7 up of an ideal standing wave pattern between the
fore and the aft bulkhead wall of a resonating cavity eihiilres
these walls to be acoustically hard. fowever, this is not the
case, at least as far as the aft bulkhead. The high amplitude
oscillatery motion of the shear layer at and near-, the trailing.
ede at'fects the Impedance of the cavity aft rep-ion. Thus, _
while standing wave patterns are definitely olsarved, thy y do
not coincide with a classical closed-aMace standl.ne" wave nattern.

Usinmy the traversing rod, the mode shapes for the first
three modes were traced across the cavity span from 0.3 < x/L
"- 3.9, where x is the running length coordinate. These traces
were obtained only at M = 0.8 and D = 1.0, and for 2.3 < L/,)
< 5.5. A typical trace*appears ti FTg. 58. In all cases, two
tract , i.e., one upstream and one downstream, were obtained at
each experimental cndition. The bandwidth of the trace is 50 Hz.
All mode shape traces are shown in Figs. 59 and 60.

TIa some of the trace presentations, data points from the Air
Force flight test (Smith et aZ., 1974) are included. These nata
points were oubtained at M. = 0.8 for altitudes of 3000 and 20,000
ft; thus, they are considered Lo be comparable to the 10,000-ft
altitude simulation in the NASA Lewis facility at M. = 0.8. Those
flight data points were shifted so that they coincide with tne
mode traces from the wind tunnel tests. The points fall within
a ±4-dB range of the traces. It should be realized, ho~vever,
that the mode traces were obtained at a fixed distance from the
cavity mouth plane, whereas tne flight test data points were
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ineasured on the floor. It is likely that the acoustic field
in the cavity changes in a vertical direction, and the data at
various vertical positions cannot be compared directly.

Inspection of the mode shape traces for M = 1 allows
several general conclusions:

"* While all modes exhibit a fairly well-defined pressure
minimum, the longitudinal location of the minimum does
not correspond to the classical closed-box modal patterns.

"* The pressure minimum for mode-1 is displaced from the
center of the cavity towards the leading-edge bulkhead
for the shallow cavities. Specifically, the minima
appear at the following x/L locations.

MODE 1

L/D x/L

2.3 0.50
4.o 0.45

5.1 0.37

Thus, the shallower a cavity, the more the system deviates
from a classical one-dimensional (hard-walled) oscillator.

In all cases, the trailing-edge maximum occurs a small
distance upstream of the trailing-edge bulkhead. Theseconclusions are valid at Mach numbers of 0.8 and 1.0.

The downstream pressure minimum for mode-2 is displa-2d
in the upstream direction, while the upstream pressure
minimum appears roughly at the location for a classical
one-dimensional oscillator (i.e., at x/L = 0.25). How-
ever, with increasing Mach number (going from 0.8 to 1.0),
the downstream minimum approaches the hard-wall oscillator
value of x/L = 0.75. Specifically, the minima appear at
the following x/L locations:
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MODE 2

M L/D x/L

node 1 node 2ideal [ ideal

0.25 0.75
•i=ealiideal

2.3 0.25 0.65

0.8 4.0 0.25 0.66

5.1 0.25 0.63

2.3 -- 0.68

1.0 4.o -- 0.70

5.1 -- 0.69

Furthermore, the downstream maximum does not occur at the
trailing-edge bulkhead but is displaced a short distance
upstream.

Pressure minima for mode 3 are equally displaced toward
the upstream; the displacement is more at M = 0.8 than at

1.0. Again, this indicates that the higher the
external flow speed, the more the ideal hard-wall mode
shapes are approached.

Specifically, minima appear at the following x/L locations:

MODE 3
-M _ L/L xlL

node I node 2 node3
ideal ideal ideal

0.17 0.5 0.83

0.8 4.0 -- 0.43 0.71

5.1 -- 0.38 0.71

1.0 4.0 -- 0.43 0.78

5.1 0.43 0.78
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]"Furthermore , the tralltn1j,-edvQ,., bulkhead pressure maxima
are displaced in the downstro.- directlon.

From the displacements of' the pressure maxima and minima,
we can derive that the cavity acts acoustically as an
effectively shnrter cavity. Oualitatively, the lower the
Mach number of the external flow, the more the cavity
behavior deviates from that of an ideal one-dimensional
oscillator.

* From the standinr wave patterns, we can define an effective
reflection coefficient of the rear wall. This reflecti.on
coefficient does not indicate in a physical sense a true
absorptive property of the rear bulkhead, but, rather, it
is a measure of the relative magnitude of the pressure
maximum/minimum ratio within each modal pattern.

The followinf "Reflection Coefficients" were determined,
averaged over all L/D ratios (2.3 < L/D < 5-1):

M Mode 1 Mode 2 1 Mode 3

0.8 0.40 0.55 0.50

1.0 0.28 0.76 0.40

As the reflection coefficient rises, the trailing-edge walls
act harder acoustically. However, the qualitative nature of
this conclusion should be emphasized, and no extrapolation of
the above numbers is attempted at lower and higher Mach numbers.

6.5.6 Broadband Noise I

Previously, it was discussed that flow-induced cavity noise I
is composed of both discrete and random (i.e., broadband)
components. It was noted that broadband noise is substantially
higher in the aft cavity region and relatively weak in the
leading-edge area. Thus, an attempt was made to separate the A
broadband from the discrete sound, and to find some commonality
for all broadband spectra in the trailing-edge regiorn.

There is some speculation in deriving, the broadband portion
from a spectrum that contains both components. Figure 61
presents a subsonic (M = 0.8) and a supersonic (M = 1.5) cavity
pressure spectrum, as measured through Sensor 7 (trailing-edge
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bulkhead), These data pertain to the deep cavity (L/D = 2.3)
where it was previously determined that only modes 1, 2, and
appear strongly. If we disregard those 1/3-octave bands, which
contain the appropriate resonance frequencies, we can easily
sketch a haystack-shaped "lower bound" spectrum that is attri-

L-" butable to the nondiscrete components. All trailing-edge spectra,
encompassing the range 2.3 < L/D < 5.5 and 0.8 < M < 2.0, were

0,• obtained in this fashion. It was found that all broadband
spectra [expressed in terms of (20 log Prms/lo) vs Strouhal
number (S E fL/U )] fall within a range of about ±2.5 dB, and
that there is not any discernible dependence on Mach number in
this Mach number range (Fig. 63).

to beBroadband noise levels in the leading-edge region were found
"to be at least 10 dB lower than at the trailing edge. A similar
"result was reported by Smith et al. (1974) in their flight test
program.

6.5.7 Consecutive Cavities

A series of tests was conducted on two consecutive cavities
as shown in Fig. 63. The cavities were formed by inserting a

-r 1-in. thick center plate with the cavity floor in the topmost
_ -t position, i.e., 6 in. down from the cavity mouth. Hence, two

cavities, which were 17.5 in. long, 6 in. deep,and 9 in. wide,f were formed. Thus, the L/D ratio of each is 2.9. Sensors 3
and 4 (see Fig. 38) are now located near the leading- and

.A.V the trailing-edge bulkhead, respectively, of the upstream cavity;
•,. Sensors 5 and 6 are at corresponding locations in the downstream
r .cavity.

Experiments were conducted at Mach numbers of 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, -

1.0, 1.05, 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0. Figure 64 presents an ex-
ample of 1/3-octave band spectra at two corresponding measure-
ment locations in both cavities for subsonic (M = 0.8) and
supersonic (M = 1.5) Mach numbers. It is evident that soectra

-.1 at corresponding locations are similar, with the same relative
distribution of discrete and broadband energy.

A detailed plot of the change of nondimensional mode level
with freestream Mach numbers in the range 0.8 < Ma, < 2.0 for
"the first three modes appears in Fig. 65. This figure shows
the similar behavior of the upstream and downstream cavities.
Levels in the leading-edge area are 3 to 9 dB lower than at
the trailing edge.

Lw.•
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The results shown in Fig. 65 can be compared to Figs. 5)4
and 55, where the Mach number dependence of mode levels is
shown for the single cavity. For the double cavity, the normalized
levels seem to be somewhat lower than for the single cavity case.
The significant difference between the single and the double
cavity experiments is the relative width. For the single cavity,
length-to-width ratio was 4; for the double cavity, it was about
1.9. Although the cavity oscillation phenomenon essentially
has a two-dimensional nature (as documented in the independence
of resonant frequencies from the length-to-width ratio), the
levels are apparently affected by the width, since the proximity
of the side walls is likely to influence the characteristics of
the cavity internal recirculating flow. The water table experi-
ments also indicated that consecutive cavities oscillate strongly
in phase, largely independent of the width of the dividing wall.
We are uncertain whether this finding pertains also to the
conditions in air. However, the phase characteristics of con-
secutive cavities are important in the suppression of oscillations.
Figure 66 presents motion picture frames fvom the water table
experiments for consecutive cavities, indicating the in-phase
oscillation process.

6.6 Aerodynamic Mean Drag

Flow-induced cavity drag was measured with the apparatus
described in Sec. 5.2. Only data for subsonic flow speeds
were obtained because of the limitations of the small-scale
flow facility. The reason for these measurements was twofold:
First, no reliable data exist fcr the drag of long and shallow
cavities in flow for an approaching thin boundary layer; second,
some information on the effect on drag of the oscillation
suppression devices was desired to evaluate the drag penalty
to be expected under flight conditions.

In a typical test run, the flow speed over the plate
containing the cavity was increased from zero to about 600 ft/sec;
thereafter, it was reduced back to zero. In each test, a continuous
plot of Lhe dc drag force vs the wall-jet total pressure was
obtained. A typical plot appears in Fig. 67. Since both the
drag force, D, and the total pressure, P0, in the flow are roughly
proportional to U,,2 (up to about 600 ft/sec), a straight-line
plot is obtained in a D vs P0 linear-linear representation, where the
slope is a measure of the drag force coefficient, CD. Any change
in slope indicates a change in the value of CD.
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The measured drag is composed of that which is induced by
the cavity, and th.,t which is due to the surrounding surface
beirg under the highly turbulent mixing region of the wall jet.
Since the cavity' drag force and the plate drag force add to
each other, the cavioy contribution can be obtained by sub-
tracting the plate contribution.

Cavities of various lcngth-to-depth ratios were tested
under laminar inflow conditions. Some test data were obtained
for turbulent inflow, which was achieved by tripping the nozzle
boundary layer at the nozzle exit.

A plot showing the drag coefficient vs length-to-depth
ratio is shown in Fig. 68. The drag coefficient of the
cavity is defined as

C= Dtotal D plate (6.2)
Acavity • q.

Here, Dtotal is the measured drag, Do1 ate is that portion of
the drag attributable to the surrounaing plate, Acavity is the
mouth area of the cavity, and q0 " 1/2oU 0  is the freestream
dynamic pressure. The data in Fig. 68 are valid in a speed
range from 0 < Ut < 600 ft/sec. The determining factor for the
drag coefficient seems to be the cavity L/D ratio, which causes
drag maximum at an L/D value of 10. Fluid dynamic considera-
tions indicate that the free shear layer over short deep cavities
span the gap, resulting in a low-energy recirculating flow

pattern. On the other hand, long shallow cavities allow the
free shear flow to attach to the floor, causinr only two weak
recirculation regions near the leading-edge and trailing-edge
bulkheads. Presumably, cavitics, with a certain critical length-
to-depth ratio (evidently near 10), cause two strong recirculating
regions near the leading- and the trailing-edge bulkhead with a
relatively brief attachment region in between. This flow pattern
causes high drag. qualitative flow patterns appear in Fig. 68.

Figure 68 is qualitative in nature; the effect of cavity
width is neglected, and the ratio of boundary layer to depth
has not been considered. Although the cavity mouth area (length
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times width) was found to be a good normalizing parameter,* the
width-to-length ratio may be Just as important as the length-
to-depth ratio in determining. the actual cavity drag. Fowever,
Fig. 68 could be used to obtain rough eatimatez of the drag
of lon4t shallow cavities at fair-ly low subsonic speeds for
approaching thin laminar boundary layers.

Some data points (open marks) in Fifg. 68 pertain to
turbulent inflow. They indicate that turbulent inflow causes
less cavity drag, than laminar inflow.

6.7 Wake Flow Characteristics

The flow downstream of a resonating cavity is highly
disturbed. As discussed previously, the shear layer above
the cavity oscillates about the cavity traillng edge and
periodically ejects fluid mass into the downstream flow field.
Thus, there are both mean (or average) and unsteady velocity
components in the downstream flow field. The mean-velocity
profile, which shows a velocity deficit downstream of the
cavity, provides information about the steidy-state drag and
the wake thickness, i.e., the region above the cavity within
which the wake flow represents a disturbance to the mean flow.

Velocity profiles on the cavity centerline were measured I
with the aft total pressure rake. Figure 69 shows results
for M, = 1 and M. = 2; both profiles contain data on cavities
with a len•gth-to-depth ratio of 2.3 < L/D < 5.5. Qualitatively,
the Mach-2 flow profile indicates a much thinner disturbance
region for the downstream flow. This is consistent with the
smaller dimensions of the annroaching boundary layer at Mach 2;
it is also consistent with the lower amolitudes of the resonant
node levels at Mach 2, as documented !n Figs. 54 through 56
A free shear layer above a cavity is known to become more
stable (and stiffer) with increasing supersonic Mach numbers.
Hence, we would expect the induced mean drag to decrease with
increasing Mach number.

*McGregor, 1969, in his thesis on cavity draf under thick shear
layer uses the cavity muth area successfuilly as a normalizing
parameter into the drag •defficient.

tThe term "long" indicates that the length of the cavity is

greater than the width, by a factor of 2 to 5.
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Smoothed velocity profiles at the leading edge (forward
rake) and downstream of the trailing edge (aft rake) indicate M
the growth rate of the shear layer above a (resonating) cnrity
for Mach-I flow (Fig. 70). The boundary layer thickness in-
creases roughly by a factor of 7 along tne cavity length.

By using the momentum thicknesses determined from the up-
stream and downstream boundary layer rakes, it is possible to
make an estimate of that portion of the cavity drag which appears
as a momentum deficit in the boundary layer. This can only be
an estimate because the downstream rake was located only on the
cavity centerline; therefore, no information is available as
to the variation of the downstream momentum thickness over the
cavity width. Furthermore, the downstream rake was too close
to the cavity trailing edge for the pressure in the boundary
layer to reach equilibrium; this possibility adds another un-
certainty to the calculation. In addition, in order to compute
the total drag, the wave drag component would also have to be t.
accounted for, which has not been done.

If Dd is the drag component due to the momentum deficit
appearing in the boundary layer, we have

D 2(!PU2) W pU(L-W)CD , (6.3)

where 6M, and 6M2 are the upstream and downstream momentum OW.-
thicknesses, respectively, CD is a drag coefficient referenced
to the cavity mouth area, with L the cavity length, and W its j
width.

Table II lists the drag coefficients at transonic and
supersonic flow speeds for three L/D ratios, as derived from
the momentum thickness detriment. The transonic/supersonl.c
drag coefficients are lower than those determinel in the small-
scale experiments for subsonic speeds. However, it should be
noted, that the wave drag component is not included.
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TABLE II. CAVITY-DRAG COEFFICIENTS AT
TRANSONIC/SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

(•M2-6MI) _

M L/D 
6M, (in.) 6 2 (in.) CL 2 L

2.0 2.3 0.032 0.463 0.024

2.0 4.0 0.034 0.449 0.023

2.0 5.5 0.033 0.399 0.020

1.5 5.5 0.062 0.373 0.017

1.5 4.0 0.058 0.501 0.025

1.5 2.3 0.055 0.572 0.029

1.2 2.3 0.066 0o61.2 0.030

1.2 4.0 0.064 0.576 0.028

1.2 5.5 o.o65 0.429 0.020

1.1 5.5 0.078 0.469 0.022

1.1 i 4.0 0.075 0.605 0.029

1.1 2.3 0.081 0.618 0.030

1.05 2.3 0.072 0.692 0.034

1.05 4.0 0.082 0.665 0.032

1.05 5.5 0.081 0.476 0.022

6.8 Prediction Approaches

The following methods are proposed for the prediction for

resonant mode frequencies and amplitudes within the cavity space.

6.8.1 Frequency Prediction

Resonant frequencies can be accurately oredicted with the
Rossiter equation as modified by Heller et aZ. (1970). The

present research data, as well as flight test data reported
by Smith et at. (1974) and data from another large-scale wind
tunnel experiment conducted by Maurer (1974), show conclusively

that the modified Rossiter equation Is the best available
expression to compute resonant frequencies in the Mach number
range 0,5 < M < 3.0.
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Figure 52 shows Eq. 6.1 in a graphic form. Although a
dependence of mode frequency on length-to-depth ratio exists
(see Sec. 6.5.3), it is pointless to enter this complexity in
2q. 6.1, since the variation of mode frequencies for shallow
cavities (L/D > 2) is quite small.

6.8.2 Level Prediction: Resonant Frequencies

In Fig. 57, the levels of modes 1, 2, and 3 are presented
for the leading-edge and the trailing-edge regions, respectively,
referenced to the freestream dynamic pressure as a function of
freestream Mach number. This detailed information, which also
accounts for the length-to-depth tatio, represents a substantial
improvement in the accuracy of prediction levels.

6.8.3 Level Prediction: Broadband Noise

Broadband noise within a Mach number range of 0.8 < Mw < 2.0
near the trailing edge can be predicted on the basis of Fig. 62,
where a nondimensional 1/3-octave band spectrum is presented.
Broadband noise was found to be a weak function of the len7th-to-
depth ratio. Furthermore, as a rule of thumb, broadband noise
levels decrease by about 10 dB in a linear fashion towards the
leading edge.

6.8.4 Mode Shape Prediction

The complexity of mode shape prediction is documented in
Figs. 59 and 60. These mode shapes were obtained within the
free cavity volume rather' than at the cavity floor. Data obtained
along the cavity floor by Shaw et al. (1974), which used a cavity
with a length-to-depth ratio of 4, and data by Heller et al.
(1970) are presented in Fig. 71. These data points can be
described by an empirical equation, which is developed below.

The "standing wave pattern" for each longitudinal mode in
the cavity can be described by a cosine relationship. It is
assumed that the pressure intensities increase exponentially
from the leading to the trailing edge. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the physical location of the trailing-edge bulk-
head does not correspond to the acoustically effective trailing-
edge bulkhead. This assumption follows both from physical
considerations and from the pseudopiston analysis advanced in
Sec. 4. From the data presented in Fig. 71, it seems that
the acoustically effective trailing-edge bulkhead is located
some distance upstream of the actual trailing-edge bulkhead.
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Thus, we define L* = mL/(m+a), where L* is the acoustically
effective cavity length, m is the mode number, and a is the
empirical constant In the modified Rossiter equation. The
constant is tO.25 for cavities of L/D = 4.

Thus, the mode shape in the cavities should be described
in logarithmic form as

xa -

20 log(p/q.) - 20 log(p/q.) = 20 log e lCos 2L . m 180]

(6.4)

Here (p/q.) is the rms pressure normalized with the freestream
dynamic pressure; (p/q,,)L1  is the normalized rms pressure at
the leading edge; a determines the exponential growth rate, and
x/L* is the lengthwise position in the cavity, normalized with
the acoustically effective cavity length L*.

The agreement of the proposed anaiytical experiment with
this set of data points is considered rather good, considering
the vastly different experimental conditions. In particular,
mode-l mode shapes as measured in the Air Force flight test
(Smith et aZ., 1974) are extremely well described by the proposed
formulation. In a logarithmic representation, levels at the nodal
points go to --. In this representation, a direct exponential
growth was assumed. i.e., the exponent a was taken as unity.
However, it is possible that the actual growth rate is a function
of Mach number and length-to-depth ratio; in mode 3, as depicted
in Fig. 71, the growth rate seems to be slower.

It should be possib)e to obtain agreement of the measured
mode shapes as presented in Figs. 59 and 60 by assuming
a different growth rate a, and an appropriate value of the length-
to-depth ratio dependent quantity a. However, because of the
highly empirical nature of the above approach and the general
insufficiency of data, no mode shape prediction scheme is offered.
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SECTION 7

TEST RESULTS: OSCILLATION SUPPRESSION

7.1 Conceptual Consideration

The analytical considerations presented in the previous
sections suggest several potentially successful concepts to
minimize the amplitude of cavity pressure oscillation or to
eliminate ;;he occurrence of oscillations altogether.

From our understanding of the physical mechanism of pres-
sure oscillations, any of the following methods should affect
the oscillation process:

"* Introduction of vorticity into the shear layer.

"* Suppression of the feedback mechanism.
"* Forcing of the approaching shear layer at a frequency

that is different from the natural oscillation frequency.
"* Change of the phasing of the cavity internal pressure

wave propagation.

Implementation of these concepts requires geometric changes;
to be practical, these changes should not reduce the usable
cavity volume. Furthermore, any suppression device should be
simple and not result in an excessive weight or drag penalty.

Many configurations were tested in the small-scale wall-jet
and the water table facilities before a few selected concepts
were evaluated in the large-scale tunnel.

7.2 Unsuccessful Concepts

Figure 72 presents several concepts that did not reduce
oscillatory amplitudes, or that sometimes even caused higher
levels than observed in the basic cavity. Concepts (a) through
(d) were evaluated at subsonic speeds (M < 0.5); concepts (e)
and (f) were evaluated at subsonic and supersonic speeds (0.8
< M < .5).

Cavity InternaZ Transverse Spoiters (Fig. 72a). ýt was
thought that several transverse spoilers would interrupt the
process of shear layer oscillation at the leading edge each time
that the shear layer dives into the cavity volume. Apparently,
however, the layer assumes a new streamline above the spoilers,
arid the oscillation process is maintained.
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Internal Baffles (Fig. 72b). Insertion of perforated
baffles with an open center portion was thought to interruptthe
process of the feedback mechanism. However, the prevention of
wave propagation along the cavity rims does not discourage oscil-
lations.

Upstream Spoiler Cavity (Fig. 72c). Although the upstream
spoiler cavity was strongly resonating, and, therefore, should
cause a highly disturbed wake flow into the main cafity, no
reduction in tone level was observed.

Oblique Leading- and Trailing-Edge Bulkheads (Fig. 72d).
Oblique leading- and trailing-edge bulkheads were thought to
offset the phasing of the internal pressure wave reflection at
the leading-edge bulkhead, and/or spread the generation process
of the upstream traveling pressure wave near the trailing-edge
bulkhead over a certain time period. Thus, the oscillatory
process would be randomized, which should result in less pro-
nounced discrete tones. However, no reduction in tone level
was observed.

Leading-Edge Air Entrainment (Fig. 72e). Forced fluid
entrainment at the leading edge was thought to counteract the
motion of the recirculating trapped vortex. However, no favorable
effect was observed, probably because only a small region of
recirculating flow occurred close to the leading-edge bulkhead.
This left the main flow pattern essentially unaffected.

Rounded Leading-Edge Bulkhead in Conjunction with Guidevane
(Fig. 72f). It was suspected that the guidevane over a sharp
leading-edge corner (Fig. 72e) would not permit enough fluid
flow to enter the cavity volume to counteract the recirculatinr ¢
internal flow, which would, thus, discourage oscillation. There-
fore, a more favorable flow nassare in the forward section was
constructed by rounding the leading-edge bulkhead with an
essentially flat guidevane above (Pig. 72f). This setup
allowed variation of the gap width by movinF the vane in a
vertical direction, thus varying the amount of fluid entrain-
ment.

With the vane in the lowest position, the oscillation
amplitudes were large; in fact, discrete tone levels exceeded
those of the basic rectangular cavity. When the vane was moved
into the freestream flow, the discrete frequencies disappeared,
but the broadband noise level increased substantially; thus,
the primary purpose of reducing cavity noise levels was defeated.
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7.3 Successful Concepts

The successful reductions of oscillatory amplitudes were
based either on the stabilization of the shear layer, the
prevention of the periodic mass-exchange process, or on a
combination of both. Shear layer stabilization is achieved by
two means: either through introduction of vorticity into the
shear layer through upstream spoilers, or by provision of an
inherently stabilizing trailing-edge shape. Prevention of the
mass-exchange process is achieved through a detached trailing-
edge cowl.

Figure 73 contains sketches of successful configurations,
and Figs. 74 through 76 give the dimensional information.
These configurations are: leading-edge spoilers, trailing-edge
slant, leading-edge spoilers together with trailing-edge slant,
and detached trailing-edge cowl.

These configurations were evaluated in the NASA Lewis
8 x 6 ft tunnel for a variety of freestream Mach numbers and
cavity length-to-depth ratios. The setup allowed variation
of the spoiler angle of attack over a 3600 range. The spoilers
were always counter-rotated in order to maintain symmetry of
the shed vortex wake structure. The trailing-edge cowl (basically
a thick airfoil) could be adjusted in its vertical position.
Both the spoilers and the cowl could be adjusted during tunnel
operation, so that optimization of their positions was possible.
Figures 77 through 83 present the test results.

The data showing the effect of oscillation suppression devices

have been presented in 1/3-octave bands. If narrowband analysis

had been employed in the data reduction, the difference between

peak levels of unmodified cavities and cavities with oscillation
suppression devices would have been even more pronounced.

7.3.1 Shear Layer Stabilization

Figure 77 shows the effect of deployed spoilers on the
sound signature near the leading edge (Sensor 3, see Fig. 36)
at a subsonic Mach number (M = 0.9) for length-to-depth ratios
of 2.3, 4.0 and 5.1. Optimum reduction of the dominant
mode 2 tone at 250 Hz is achieved for the L/D = 2.3 cavity, when
the spoilers are at 450. The tone level is reduced by 20 dB.
For the shallower cavities, spoiler angles between 450 and 9Q0 have
similar effects, and the tones are effectively suppressed.
Spoilers deployed at 450 reduce tone levels also at supersonic
speeds (M = 1.5), as shown in FIg. 78.
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Figures 79 through 81 show the effect of a 450 trailing-
edge slant as measured with Sensor 3 (see Fig. 36). Substantial
tone reductions are achieved at subsonic (M = 0.8, Fig. 79),
transonic (M = 1.2, Fig. 80), and supersonic (M = 1.5, Fig.
81) speeds. However, effective tone level reduction for
the aeepest cavity (L/D = 2.3) requires the addition of deployed
spoilers; then, mode 2 tone levels are reduced by 5 dB (subsonic
Fig. 79a) and by 15 dD (transonic, Fig. 80a, and supersonic,
Fig. 81a).

Appendix C presents the physics and theory of flow stabiliza-

tion through a trailing-edge slant.

7.3.2 Neutralization of Mass-Exchange Process

In the absence of leading-edge spoilers, the performance of
the trailing-edge slant is improved by the addition of a detached
cowl, as documented in Figs. 82 (M = 0.8) and 83 (M = 1.5).
This configuration has an impressive suppression potential
especially for the relatively deep cavity (L/D = 2.3), as shown
in Fig. 82 and 83. However, the position of the cowl is
critical. For example, at M = 0.8, the optimum cowl position
is 2 in. above the surface plane. In fact, an additional
15 dB were gained by moving the cowl from the zero position to
the +2-in. position. At supersonic speed, the optimum cowl
position seemed to be about 0.5 in. below the surface plane.
The reduction of the mode-2 tone is more than 30 dB. Appendix D'
discusses the physics of the flow about a detached cowl.

7.4 Consecutive Cavities

On the basis of the successful reduction potential of
slanted trailing edges in conjunction with upstream spoilers,
a subsonic flow experiment was conducted using the small-
scale wall-jet facility. In this experiment, pairs of triangular
spoilers were employed upstream of both cavities, and both
cavity trailing-edge bulkheads were slanted.

Figure 84 presents results, which compare 1/10-octave band
spectra on the forward cavity leading-edge bulkhead for the basic
double cavity and the modified double cavity for an external
flow speed of 730 ft/sec. The dominant tone amnlitude is re-
duced by more than 30 dB. However, the inflow into the cavltv
configuration was laminar; therefore, part of the attenuation
must be attributed to tripping the boundary layer, thus making
the inflow turbulunt, which is an inherently quieter condition.

Information was not obtained within the aft cavity, but
pronounced tones were not observed in these exneriments, which
implies the effectiveness of the suppression concept.
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FIG. 80b. EFFECTOF TRAIt-ING-E-DGES-LANT ONLEADING-EDGE"BULKHEAD
PRESSURE SIGNAL: M, = 1.2; L/D = 4.0 (continuous
line refers to unmodified cavity).
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FIG. 80c. EFFECT OF TRAILING-EDGE SLANT ON LEADING-EDGE
BULKHEAD PRESSURE SIGNAL: M, = 1.2; L/D = 5.1
(continuous line refers to unmodified cavity).
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FIG. 81a. EFFECT OF TRAILING-EDGE SLANT WITH AND WITHOUT
UPSTREAM SPOILERS ON LEADING-EDGE BULKHEAD PRESSURE
SIGNAL: M = 1.5; L/D = 2.3 (continuous line refers
to unmodified cavity; dashed line refers to trailing-
edge slant only; dotted line refers to combination of
trailing-edge slant and upstream spoilers).
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FIG. 81b. EFFECT OF TRAILING-EDGE SLANT ON LEADING-EDGE
BULKHEAD PRESSURE SIGNAL: M = 1.5; L/L = 4.0
(continuous line refers to unmodified cavity).
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FIG. 81c. EFFECT OF TRAILING-EDGE SLANT ON LEADING-EDGE
BULKHEAD PRESSURE SIGNAL: M = 1.5; L/D = 5.1
(continuous line refers to unmodified cavity).
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FIG. 82a. EFFECr OF TRAILING-EDGE SLANT IN COMBINATION
WITH A DETACHED COWL ON LEADING-EDGE BULKHEAD
PRESSURE SIGNAL: Mý = 0.8; L/D = 2.3 (continuous _'

line refers to unmodified cavity; dashed line
refers to cowl trailing edge located at cavity
mouth level; dotted line refers to cowl trailing
edge located 2 in. above cavity mouth level).
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unmodified cavity).
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FIG. 82c. EFFECT OF TRAILING-EDGE SLANT IN COMBINATION
WITH A DETACHED COWL ON LEADING-EDGE BULKHEAD
PRESSURE SIGNAL: M~. = 0.8; L/D = 5.1 (continuous
line refers to unmodified cavity).
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FIG. 83a. EFFECT OF TRAILING-EDGE SLANT IN COMBINATION
WITH A DETACHED COWL ON LEADING-EDGE BULKHEAD
PRESSURE SIGNAL: M. = 1.5; L/D = 2.3 (continuous
line refers to unmodified cavity).
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FIG. 83b. EFFECT OF TRAILING-EDGE SLANT IN COMBINATION
WITH A DETACHED COWL ON LEADING-EDGE BULKHEAD
PRESSURE SIGNAL: M. = 1.5; L/D = 4.0 (continuous
line refers to unmodified cavity).
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7.5 Drag Induced by Suppression Devices

Using the small-scale wall-jet facility, a rectangular
(basic) cavity with length-to-depth ratio of 2 was measured
for drag due to (1) a trailing-edge slant, (2) two inclined
triangular spoilers at angle of attack of 350, and (3) a combina-
tion of these two measures. Figure 85 shows the drag as a
function of'flow speed for the four confLgurations under considera-
tion. These data, which pertain to a specific configuration,
indicate that the trailing-edge slant scarcely increases the
drag. However, spoilers which have particular dimensions and
are deployed at a particular angle of attack raise the drag
by about 40%; the combination of trailing-edge slant and
spoilers raise it by about 60% above that of the basic cavity.

7.6 Evaluation of Suppression Devices

The value of an oscillation amplitude reduction device is
measured in terms of its effectiveness over a broad range of
flight regimes, its ease and simplicity of implementation into
"an existing or new aircraft design, and its possible adverse
effects on aircraft performance.

7.6.1 Acoustic Effectiveness

Obviously, deeper cavities (L/D < 2) require some drastic
measures to reduce the oscillation amplitude, while shallower
cavities (L/D > 2) can be "quieted" in a fairly simple and
straightforward manner. The following conclusions can be A
drawn from the experimental results, which are valid for long
(L/W 4) and shallow (2.3 < L/D < 5.1) cavities.

At subsonic speeds, two slightly separated flat-plate
rectangular spoilers, which are twice the height of
the local boundary layer thickness and 1/10 as long as
the cavity length at a 450 angle with respect to the
freestream flow direction, effectively reduce the
dominant discrete-tone leveis to the broadband noise
level (in 1/3-octave bands) for cavities with length-to-
depth ratios of 2.3 < L/D < -. The trailing edge of the
spoiler should be close to the cavity leading edge. The
two spoilers should be separated laterally by about one
third of the cavity width and placed symmetrically with
respect to the cavity centerline. (For reference, see
Fig. 77..)

• At supersonic speeds, the same spoilers still show a
significant, although lesser, degree of level reduction.
(For reference, see Fig. 78.)
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" Dramatic level decreases are achieved by a 450 slanted
trailing edge, whose projected vertical dimension
should be at least twice the vertical dimension of the
naturally grown shear layer at the location of the
trailing edge. The trailing-edge slant can protrude
above the cavity surface plane one fourth to one third
of the slant length. Although not specifically exnlored,
this protrusion may be superior to a level termination
at the surface plane.

" The trailing-edge slant is effective at subsonic (M. = 0.8),
transonic (M, = 1.2), and supersonic (M, = 1.5) speeds
since it not only reduces the discrete-tone levels but
also large portions of the broadband noise. (For re-
ference, see Figs. 79, 80, and 81.)

" For the relatively deeper cavities (L/D z 2.3), employment

of the spoilers at a deployment angle between 300 and 450
brings further reduction in noise levels. In fact, spoilers,
in conjunction with a slanted trailing edge, represent the
best configuration explored within this investigation; thus
they are recommended for implementation in aircraft design.

" In the absence of upstream spoilers, the performance of
the slant can be improved by a thick inclined airfoil
(also referred to as cowl) some distance upstream of the
slanted trailing edge, so that a channel is formed be-
tween the surface of the slant and the lower (flat)
surface of the airfoil. For best results, the airfoil
maximum thickness at the quarter chord should be about
25 to 30% of the length. The length itself should be
of the same dimensions as the slant length. This
arrangement achieves dramatic reductions, but the critical
position of tne airfoil depends in an as yet not fullv
understood manner on the Mach number. (For reference,
see Figs. 82 and 83.)

" The combination of spoilers and slanted trailing edge
also seems to be effective when emoloyed with two
consecutive cavities. (For reference, see rig. 84.)

7.6.2 Implementation into Aircraft Design

The least spice-consuming reduction device is the double
spoiler upstream if the cavity leading edge. The spoiler could
be retracted foi' cruising at the deployment angle of 300 or 450,
and only deployed when needed. Alternatively, the spoilers can
continuously protrude above the aircraft surface at a 0' angle;
this angle can then be changed to 30' or 450 when needed.
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The slanted trailing-edge configuration takes more space.
However, by letting the slant extend above the surface, the
space penalty can be minimized. A substantial amount of' near
trailing-edge volume would be consumed by the slant and detached-
cowl configuration.

7.6.3 Effects orn Aircraft Performance

The effect on aircraft performance of' any of the proposed
suppression devices would be minimal, since the open cavity
already represents a major generator of steady and unsteady
drag.

Although a resonant cavrity does not generate more drag
than a quiescent cavity,* a stabilized flow would represent
aerodynamically a cleaner flight condition, even If there was
some small increase in drag.

From this viewpoint, the slanted trailing edge represents
an optimum configuration, st.nee it causes no real increase in
cavity drag (see Fig. 85). Even in conjunction with the
deployed Epoilers, the drag increase is less, than if only the
spoilers were depl.oyed.

*This is in contrast to McGregor's (1969) findings. However, in
McGregor's experiments, the boundary layer thickness was about
the same dimension as the cavity depth and, furthermore, re-
flecting tunnel walls were used to enhance the sound.:
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8.2 Gscilla'ion Phenomenon

s',e e ,a Ea-v-e_ a tov,, t!-: Cav~t a:- ' e f U'. 1o:3u 1:s -

the external fr-•o .-,ti. ...eam i e .')n th~e r,ear 1.ul!ýhc.-d of the
cavity. 71-•s,.. ir~pirniement causes nass addit.ioi, a,, iý'e reir of'
the cavit~y. A stronr, essentially plane r.ressu-ie i.av,, Js nro-

' duced by this process and propaf-ates forward within the cavity.V
Since this wave is supersonic relative to the external flow,
a forward traveling, oblique external wave Is also produced.
The internal wave reflects off the front bulkhead and returns
to the rear of the cavity. The motion oil the shear' layer Is
controlled by the forcing imposed by these traveling pressure
waves over the length of the cavity mouth. The phase of th~e -
shear layer is such that as one pressure wave reaches the •
forward bulkhead and reflects, another is simultaneously gene- -

Sz'~ated at the rear. In this manner, the process sustains itself.-.

This explanation of the oscillation mechanism is somewhat •
different from that proposed by previous investiators. The

process is generally viewed as a feedback mechanism. Shear
layer interaction with the trailing edre produces a wave thatreaches the leading edge and trigg.ers a disturbance in the shearri

layer. This disturbance then convects downstream and anoplifies,
t may take the form of sinuous instability, vortex sheddin, ort-:

some combination. The disturbance interacts with the tra-ilin.'
edthe tenal another upstream wave, which, arain, triggersi-ift
the shear layer, and so on. Particularly severe oscillations
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are believed to occur when the frequency of this process matches
the natural frequency of standing wave modes in the cavity, thus
causing a resonance to occur.

The viewpoint derived from the water table tests differs
in the following way. The upstream wave, which was generated by
1he tralling-edge/shear layer interaction, and the corresponding
downstream reflected wave directly control the shear layer phase
Ly pressure forcing over the length of the cavity, not just by
tr!Cl-ering disturbances at the leading edge. The shear layer •

dyria-,ics are not primarily the result of a free instability, or
o" an Instability triggered solely at the leading edge, but they
are a consequence of the forcing from both upstream and down-
"rtrear. traveling pressure waves within the cavity. The super--
i'ostitcn of these upstream and downstream waves forms the
expertr~entally observed pressure-mode patterns in the cavity.Speiaal shear layer phenomena, such as voi.tex sheddinp, are

viewed as a manifestation of this pressure wave forcing, rather
than as an essential part of the oscillation mechanism.

8.3 Analytical Work

On the basis of the water table flow visualization experi-
ments, analytical models were developed for the wave motion in
the cavity and for the trailing-edge mass addition process.

The water table results have shown that an essential
feature of the phenomena is the periodic adaition and removal
of mass at the rear of the cavity. This is caused by the inter-
action of the shear layer with the trailing edge. This mass
addition and removal produces an effect very similar to replacing
the rear bulkhead of the cavity with an oscillating piston.
This "pseudopiston" effect explains why pressure modes on the
cavity do not behave as if the rear bulkhead were a hard wall.
An analytical model was developed to descrIbe the pseudopiston
behavior in terms of cavity geometry and flow parameters.

A separate analysis was developed for the wave motions in
the cavity. The cavity was modeled as having an oscillating
piston at the rear bulkhead to account for the pseudopiston
effect. This approach also treats the interaction of the
wave modes with the shear layer as an integral part of the
oscillation process. Solutions for upstream and downstream
waves traveling between a shear layer and a solid boundary are
superimposed to approximate an oscillating cavity configuration.
At high Mach numbers, this analysis predicts pressure-mode
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shapes similar to those observed experimentally; in fact, all
the qualitative features are in agreement. At lower Mact. num-
hers, the theory predicts only the lowest, pressure-mode shape
and fails to predict the higher modes, which the experimental
work shows are present. This inadequacy is believed to be
caused by the omission of the effect of shear layer thickness
in the analytical model. Tt Is recommended that this refine-
ment be the subject of a future research program, so that an-
alytical results, which are valid over the entire Mach number
range, will be available.

8.4 Experimental Results

8.4.1 Basic Cavity

Small-scale and large-scale wind tunnel exneriments yielded
detailed information on the aeroacoustIc behavior of shallow
rectangular cavities over a length-to-depth ratio range of
2.3 < L/D < 5.1 and the Mach number range of 0.2 to 2.0. The
previously derived law of the Mach number dependence of the
resonant mode frequencies was substantiated over the Mach num-
ber range, except at low subsonic Mach numbers; in this range,
resonant frequencies were observed to be higher than predicted.
Additional research is necessary in this area to resolve this
discrepancy.

Cavity internal temperatures were measured. Recovery
factors were found to be closer to unity than to zero, whereby
shallow cavities exhibited higher recovery factors than deep A
cavities.

A weak dependence of the resonant frequencies on the
length-to-depth ratio was found for cavities in the range
1.5 < L/D < 5 at subsonic flow speeds. Conclusive data at super-
sonic speeds could not be obtained. More research in this
area is necessary to incorporat, the length-to-depth ratio
effect into the present prediction schemes. Detailed informa-
tion on the Mach number dependence of resonant mode levels for
modes 1, 2, and 3 was obtained. Levels were observed to peak
at transonic speeds. Levels were also found to increase
generally from the leading- to the trailing-edge region.

Cavity internal pressure-mode shanes were determined for
the first three modes and for the range of 2.3 < L/D < 5.1. In
all cases, definite amplitude minima were observed; however, they
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were qualitatively displaced in the upstream direction. In all
cases, a pressure maximum appeared at the leading-edge bulkhead
indicating that this surface acts as a "hard-reflecting wall."
In contrast, pressure amplitude maxima were observed a small
distance upstream of the trailing-edge bulkhead; this indicates
that acoustically the trailing-edge bulkhead is undefined
because of the violent flow patterns. In this study, mode
shapes were obtained that differ from those observed in Air
Force fli-yht tests, however, in the latter experiment, mode
shapes were determined on the cavity floor, while in the former
experiments,Trode shapes were determined within the cavity volume.
Thus, dependence of mode shape on the vertical position in the
cavity seems to exist; this issue needs clarification.

A nondimensional broadband spectrum was derived from the
experimental data. All spectra fall within a ±4-dB range for
cavities with a range of 2.3 < L/D < 5.1 and in a Mach number
range of 0.8 < M < 2.0. However, the nondimensional peak fre-
quency seems to be a function of the thickness of the approach-
ing boundary layer.

Experiments on consecutive geometrically identical cavi-
ties reveal that they are strongly coupled and resonate in
phase. The Mach number dependence of mode levels for consecutive
cavities was found to differ from that of single cavities. How-
ever, this may be because of the differing length-to-width ratio
of the single and the double cavity system. While resonant fre-
quencies are essentially determined by the cavity length, mode
levels seem to be affected by the relative cavity width. This
problem has not been studied and requires further research.

8.4.2 Oscillation Suppression

Of the various ways to affect the oscillation process,
introduction of vorticity into the shear layer and the provision
of a slanted trailing-edge bulkhead were found to have a stabi-
lizing effect on the external free shear layer. Oscillation
amplitudes can be minimized solely by a slanted trailing-edge
bulkhead, over a Mach numuer range of at least 0.8 to 2.0, for
cavities with length-to-depth ratios above 4. Cavities with a
length-to-depth ratio below 4 require the addition of upstream
vortex generators (spoilers), which further reduce resonant
amplitudes.

A physical explanation of the stabilizing effect of a
trailing-edge slant is available. It would be desirable to
investigate this concept further through extensive experimental
exploration.
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Steady-state drag increase with a slanted trailing edge is
minimal. The effective drag of the spoilers depends on their

.: size and angle of attack. Drag increases up to 50% above that
of the basic rectangular cavity have been observed.

Oscillation amplitudes could not be reduced by the forced
entrainment of boundary layer fluid into the cavity at the
leading edge, by tilting the leading- and/or trailing-edge
bulkheads, by implementation of an upstream "spoiler cavity,"
or by cavity internal transverse spoilers and baffles.
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APPENDIX A

PSEUDOPISTON ANALYSIS

A.l Overview

It is believed that the cavity oscillation phenomenon is
driven by the periodic injection and removal of mass at the
trailing edge. This process has an effect that is similar
to placing a ftctitious piston at the rear bulkhead. The
oscillation of this pseudopiston sets up an essentially one-
dimensional wave pattern in the cavity that, in turn, forces
the shear layer. The deflection of the shear layer at the
trailing edge is responsible for the periodic injection of
flow from the shear layer and the free stream, and for the
periodic removal of mass from thý cavity. Under proper
conditions of phase and amplitud6, the behavior of the pseudo-
piston and the dynamics of the cavity are related so that a
self-sustaining feedback mechanism occurs. Of course, the
details depend on freestream conditions and cavity geometry.

The pseudopiston analysis relates the strength and phase
of the fictitious piston to the phase and amplitude of the
shear layer at the trailing edge, and to the freestream flow
conditions and the cavity geometry.

A.2 Analytical Model for the Pseudopiston Process

The actual process of mass introduction and removal at
*,the trailing edge is complicated and messy. Section 3.2.3 gives

a general explanation of this process; thus, it is sufficient to
state here that a given mass flow is introduced or extracted at
the trailing edge. The relation between this mass-flow rate and
the shear layer structure and deflection will be discussed later.
Our present concern is the pist3n-like behavior of this mass flow.

The pseudopiston can be modeled in several ways: e.g., as
a simple mass flow model, or as a thermodynamic mn.ss addition
model.

A.2.1 Simple Mass Flow Model

In this kinematic approach, the motion of the fictitious
piston is related directly to the mass flow rate. Once intro-
duced into the cavity, the fluid is assumed to have the same
thermodynamic properties as the fluid already in the cavity: namely,

* freestream static pressure and stagnation temperature (approxi-
mately). Hence, the fluid density is determined by P = PJ/RTo.
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Then, if mass flows are equated, we obtain

M*(t) - PcDV (t), (A.1))

or

V (t) i dt) (A.2)

The piston displacement is determined directly from the
specified mass addition or removal. Steady flow assumptions
are used. However, no allowance Is made for the effect of the
unsteady e..pansion that the added flow must undergo to achieve
the thermodynamic conditions in the cavity. Furthermore, there
is no pressure-matching condition across the interface between
the cavity fluid and the newly added fluid, since these pressures
were assumed to be approximately equal. This model is illustrated
in Fig. 86.

A.2.2 Thermodynamic Mass Addition Model

This more refined model accounts for the important thermo-
d-ynamic and dynamic effect, o1' the mass addition process as it
relates to the beh-vlor of a fictitious piston, or pseudopiston.
This process is illustrated in FIv. 87a.

Another model, *ihich is really equivalent, is shown in

Fig. 87b. This nodel is based on the idea that there is a
steady-stste miss addition, m , into the cavity, and that mass
addition and removal are perturbations around this steady-state
value. The effective mass addition or removal is given by

t- where rr(t) is the actual mass addition at the
trailing edge; it is related to the instantaneous shear layer
position in an unprescribed manner. For present purposes, mhe

can be considered a given function of time. Likewise, the
piston displacement can be considered as a specified function.
These parameters could be interrelated bM matching pressure
and displacement across the piston and hy specifying the
relation between the mass flow and shear layer displacement.

The ,e-ervoir enthalpy is given and assumed independent
cf time. Its value may represent son'e average value found 4
in the shear layer. With this analysis, we can assume that A

the enthalpy of fluid injected into the cavity is the free-
stream enthalpy, because use of a recovery factor makes a
difference of only a few percent. This assumption was confirmed
by temperature measurements (see Sec. 6.4).
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Th~e size of the raess addition region, t, is small compared
co the lengt.h of the cavity, L, which means that the time scale
for the oscillation, L/ae, Is long compared to the time scale
for adjustment of' conditions within the mass addition region,
k/. In comparison to the time scale of oscillation, the mass
add Ition region has considerable time to adjust to changes in
Fressure, mass flow, etc., which are produced by the oscilla-
-Lion cycle. Therefore, we can assume that significant departures
from thermodynalic equilibrium do not occur in the mass addition
region. This Jostifles the quasi-steady treatment of the mass
addition region and the assumption of uniform properties through-
Soat the nmass cddition chamber. Furthermore, the pressure and
energy chtnges resulting from flow velocity in this region are
neglected, since the velocity is presumably small enough to make
these effects insignificant.

The mass in the imaginary chamber Is

p(t)Di(t) = poD1o + f e(t)dt (A.3)

to

where f.e(to) is eq-.al to zero. Por steady flow, io is not
necessarily the st,-ady-state value of t(t). The reference
value, 0 o, Is a constant density in the cavity1 correspondin-
to conditions at time, to.

At this time rAe(t) and i(t) can be considered as given
functions of time. Therefore, the density in the chamber is

t

p~~ t) = 0 A ( t ) d t
oT(t) Uo 0 ÷ + (t). (A.4)

This equation determines the density in terms of quantities
assumed given. The equation of state then relates pressure
and temperature:

p(t) = p(t)RT(t) , (A.5a)

Po = poRoT 0 (A.5b)and 0

p.= PcRT . (A.5c)

for steady-flow conditions.
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Tf we neglect the effect of flow velocity in the chamber, the
energy equation is

Ag = Q + W + E (A.6)
'MA(A)

where AE is the change in internal energy, 0 is the heat addition
(e.g., heat transfer to or from system), W is the work done cn
the fluid volume in the chamber (e.g., by the piston), and EMA is
the energy addition due to mass addition. A

Assuming that significant heat transfer does not occur in
the chamber during an oscillation cycle, let Q - 0.

The energy equation expressed in detail is:

t t

E(t)-Eo = - f pDR(t)dt +f Ae(t)hodt . (A.7)

to to

Note that E -E(to) and to=i(t 0 ) are reference values determined
at t = to; they are not necessarily the corresnonding steady-
state vajues. Nor does the formulation Piven thus far reauire
that they be steady-state values. The time, to, is chosen 3io

that ý(to) = 0.

The specific internal energy is e(t). The temperature is
T(t), and

F(t) = p(t)t(t)De(t) = D T Y) , (P.8)

where K is a constant.

Thus,

E(t)-Eo = pDo T(t) - PoDX c T(to) + DK(po-p ko ). (A.9)
0v 0 o V 0 00a
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6ubstituting into the energy equation,

P9MDevT - PokoDoT(to) + KD(Pt-p Z

t tt . (.O
-J pDtdt +j me(t)hodt (A.10)

t° t 0

Differentiating

(piD)(cv.T+K) + (pkD)cvT , -pDi + •eho 0 (A.11) W

Using the density relation, (Eq. A.3), we obtain

Thus,

t;e (c vT+K) + (PoDAo0 + f me dt cT + pD• l eho A.3

and 0

a (P0DX) f dt+ * mecvT + pDI. e (h -K) - a T (A.1I4)

V o epo
0

where T is tne freestream stagnation temperature.

"Next,
p pRT =RT 0° t t + t° (A.15)
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and, therefore,

pDL -- RT j(p D) .+ -f rdt (A.16)
to

Substituting into Eq. A.14 gives

(V DO + edtj + +VneXv + R f dt T ecpTo,

from which (A,17)

1* - ~meyTo_ _ _ _

m .1. -" + f 
-t)+( PN +

L~pD.0  J ~ei~)p 0Di +1 med
0 

t (A.18)

CR
where R = C- cv, and y = ; therefore, - =y - 1.

V V
The above is a first-order ordinary differential equation

for temperature, T. The solution is

1 t (re yT 0tyldt + C) (A.19)

t )
0

where C is an artitrary constant. Using Eq. A.15, the pressure
is, therefore,

pdt + . (A.20)
D -0Y- fe Dr+C •Y•

The above expression gives the pressure in terms of t(t) and
Ie(t). The second term, containing the arbitrary constant,
corresponds to an adiabatic compression without mass addition
or removal. The constant is determined by the volume and
energy of the gas being compressed.
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Note that if the arbitrary constant is set equal to zero,
and if it is further assumed that 4e is directly proportional
to , the result is

P S (A.2l)

where me is Cs.

Mass conservation suggests

e PaDt => Cs ' (A,22)

Thus, for this special case, we have constant pressure p - p0 RTO

= pc(up®). The flow into the cavity is treated as being quasi-
steady. Therefore, with this mass conservation assumption, we
have the same result that would be obtained using the simrle
mass flow model for the pseudopiston. Thus, the second model
developed in this section is consistent with the first when we
make the same assumptions.

A.3 Discussion of Mass Flow, Shear Layer Deflection, and
Pseudopiston Motion

The analytical model for mass addition at the rear of the
cavity relates the pressure of a fictitious piston to the piston
displacement and the mass flow rate behind the piston. The
time-dependent mass flow rate depends on the shear layer deflec-
tion process at the trailing edge. The shear layer defleotion
is itself dependent on the piston displacement. This dependence
is determined by solving the problem of shear layer forc~ing by
waves in the cavity which are generated by the piston. This
solution involves the dynamics of the cavity as a whole, and it
is discussed in Sec. 4.

From this analysis, a prescribed piston displacement, L(t),
will determine the pressure, p(t), on the front face of the
piston and the shear layer amplitude near the trailing edge,

nWTE (t). If the mass flow relation, me n(t)], were also known,i w6uld be possible to match displacements and pressures with
the analytical model for the pseudopiston and determine the
oscillatory behavior in this manner. The actual process of
mass addition at the trailing edge is extremely complex, and
perhaps it cannot be modeled analytIcally to the required accuracy.
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jtwerj ie Ie es- , t he nresent, uýrnalyss Ir, suffi ci ent to ind ante the

w oaldeeitcuceof the ila~ss add ition process ij i-eom(trvy
and flow parameters.

In relatior' 1![00V ) t onqri (t) andl Z (0t , there are essential l\
two p~robl enIS t lie phase rea oand the -'uneti anal dependence

with tim'e. I t seemIs reasonable to believe that, i (t) and n(t)
could be directly in phase with a nerative deflection producinr'

a poss ti e mal~ss flIow. *Furtherm~ore, from a pseudoniston viewpoint,
Ilho massý flow causes tive di.-splai2emcont sc) that. we ml rljht expect

!%1 io Ue in whseith II . Fl frure 881illustrates this gjr&nhicmll~v

Alt

FIG. 88. COMPAksISON OF THE TIME BEHAVIOR OF THE SHEAR LAVER
DISPLACEMENT, THE MASS FLOW RATE, AND THE PSEUDO-
PISTON MOTION.

Althougýh the mass addition process is comdrex anid Involves

the dynamics of a stag~nation point within an unsteady shear

layer, the assumption of an in-phase relation betw,.een Aand nT.E.

seems reasonable., The relation between nmj.. and 9.(t aepends'

on the dynamics of the whole cavity, and it is not necessary that

rT.F. and k(t) be exactly in phase. There could be a nhase shift
bec6acse of' the pressure-niatchinfI relation across the pseudonlstora.

When waves are forced by a piston In a rectangular enclosure, the

pressure and displacement at the piston are in phase and the

pressure and velocity are out of' phase, so that no net, work Is

done. In the cavity problem, enerr'v is radiated fromn and added
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to the system. Presumably, this is manifested as a phase shift
between pressure and velocity that is imposed by the effects
of shear layer motion.

The rreatest source of uncertainty, however, involves the
functional relation between in, and nT E Tf shear lnyer
deflection Is small compared to shear ýayer thickness, then a
linear relation between mass flow and displacement is likely.
If displacements of the order of the shear layer thickness are
expected, then the functional dependence is more uncertain and
is probably complicated.

The expression for pressure, determined from the previous
section, is

p yToL-Y f 1y-l% dt + .Y-Y (A.23)

This expression is nonlinear in £(t). If displacements of the
chamber are small compared to its steady-state size, i.e.,
[t(t)-ts] / [z(t)] << 1, then the expression can be linearized.
This condition corresponds to shear layer displacements that are
small compared to shear layer thickness. If, on the other hand,
shear layer displacements are of the order of its thickness, the
expression for p cannot be linearized with respect to t. In
this case, an alternative for analytical purposes is to assume
a mass flow dependence on displacement, iiJe(t)J, which vives a
tractable functional form for the pressure in terms of displace-
ment. Such an approach is somewhat arbitrary because it contains
the assumption that an extremely complex process will adjust its
behavior to some simple form. However, it receives support
because the rest of the cavity would like to behave in a simple
modal way. An examiple of this approach was previously illustrated
by the assumption me i, for the quasi-steady flow model.
Similarly, more refined forms can be assumed to give the pres-
sure in a desired functional form.

Now let us return to the possibility of linearizing the
pressure expression when shear layer displacements are small.
Let nT.E. be small and (t-Zs )/t << 1. Write t = ks (l+ci) and

nT.E. = en where E is the maximum of the small amplitude.

Let ?, 5 = stUen, where the poxUsk is the product of density

in the shear layer and a characteristic shear layer velocity.
Then,
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., i~

R -.y-,.,, +0

P= y 5 Toj e D•t (A.2~4) -•V

Substituting,' ".,q•

'RyT1 U dt + cC y (l + et + OLe[]. (A.25)

(1 + ex )Y e( kn(l + Ek edieL + O[ 12]f= 1 + yet1 +O[]2j

and (A. 26)

R-T0 C-ts SE. nldt + C9. "Y- + O[E] .

(A. 27) ,
Choose the arbitrary; constant C so that (A.,-)

1i x = POO => C =P D y (A.28) :•
D- P > c R s

"Therefore, ( yT 5ond
" P C + r PszU + 0[• 2 ] (A.29)

Note that to order E the pressure changes from mass addition and .'1
piston displacement are uncoupled and simply added. Cross terms .7
will appear at 0L•]. As mentioned before, the relation between
n, and t, results from determining the dynamics of the whole
cavity forced by a piston, which is an essentially separate
problem.

In practice, there is really no way to determine theoretically
"9.s, which is the spanwise size of the mass injection and mixinR WN
region at the rear bulkhead. The product, ZsD, is the volume of
this region. Roughly, Xs= 6D, wnere B is some constant <0[1].
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For shallow cavities, it is possible that 6 may be relatively
independent of overall cavity geometry and external flow
conditions.

Since PC p R let us write

P- 1 + Y Usk u fn~dt + yt (A.30)
PC* 1D

Assume the velocity in the shear layer is ½ýrU , where a -OEl].
This should be the velocity on the dividing s 'r aniline of the
shear layer near the trailing edge, i.e., the streamline dividing
mass entrained from above and the mass entrained from below. If
the stagnation enthalpy i~s unchanged through the shear layer,
then

ho cp 2 h 2 c' +ý (A.31)

(A.32)
2c T

0 P 0

psk P"
P (A.33)RTS Z FT _lV2 /2c T)

0 P 0

and

61.

PP

Therefore,

PP
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Since a• - .yRTo , R = Cv, and y = /C., this becomes:

1 + 1 M2
s: 2 (A.35)

Finally, 1)

U0 = M,,a, = MW-T-- (A.36)

Vi1+ Y M21' 2

Thus,

Sp Pc D2.l+// (1--L-)M 2 I.-r

(A. 37) (R

This result gives the perturbation pressure of the pseudopiston
in terms of effective piston displacement and shear layer

displacement based on a linearization of the pressure relation

derived earlier. The linearized model implies a specific set
of assumptions about the working of the pseudopiston mechanism.

14
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APPENDIX B

TABLES OF ROOTS

Root A

(to obtain A* replace i with -i everywhere)

1.0 S - 0.5 S = 0 1

0.1 K -10.035 + 110.000 -5.017 + 15.000 -1.103 + 10-958
+T -10.010 + 110.025 -5.005 + J5.012 -1.100 + i0.960
±B 9.975 + ii0.060 4.987 + 15.029 0.956 + il. 105
C - 0.050 - ± 0.050 -0.050 - ±o.050 -0.052 - io.045
p

0.5 K - 2.134 + 1 1.984 -1.170 + i0.948 -0.319 + 10.281

0- 2.012 + 1 2.105 -1.107 + 1l.002 -0.310 + 10.289

-B 1.862 + 1 2.251 0.886 + 1i.214 0.254 + 10.322

C - 0.251 - 1 0.234 -0.258 - 10.209 -0.177 - 10.156

1.0 K - 1.348 + 1 0.919 -0.768 + 10.504 -0.202 + 10.159

±T - 1.107 + 1 1.119 -0.658 + 10.589 -0.187 + ±0.172
±B 0.677 + 1 1.487 0.341 + i0.811 0.087 + 10.200

C - 0.506 - 1 0.345 -0.455 - ±0.299 -0.306 - i0.241

1.5 K - 1.142 + 1 0.587 -0.642 + ±0.338 -0.172 + 10.103

±T - 0.807 + 1 0.831 -0.493 + i0.441 -0.151 + 10.117

±B 0.181 + 1 1.228 0.052 + i0.654 -0.023 + 10.156

C - 0.693 - ± 0.356 -0.610 - ±0.321 -0.428 - ±0.256

3.0 K - 1.06O + 1 0.234 -0.587 + i0.166 -0.161 + i0.066

±T - 0.534 + i 0.465 -0.370 + 10.264 -0.134 + ±0.079
±B - 1.113 + ± 0.728 -0.732 + i0.496 -0.274 + i0.190

C - 0.900 - ± 0.199 -0.789 - ±0.223 -0.532 - i0.218

p

w2S3D a.
NOTES: T = ID and T 2 = K{-S2, where K = kD and S - and a = - "

Ca .

B = aD and B2 = Q-K2 , where Q = (MK + iS)2_

C cSi
Cp a where C is the phase speed. Thus C -Kp awher Cp k "•

Dispersion Relation: QT 2 sinh2 T + S4(Q-K2 ) cosh 2 T = 0.
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Root B

(to obtain 8* replace i with -i everywhere)

m S =1.0 S =0.5 S *0.1

0.1. K -1.151 + U1.028 -0.735 + il.000 -0.131 + i0.677
±tT -0.934 + 11.267 -0.679 + 11.082 -0.130 + ±0.684
±-B 1.246 + ±1.023 1.075 + ±0.724 0.681 + 10.139

C -0.483 - ±0.432 -0.239 - 10.325 -0.028 - i0.142

0.5 K -0.653 + ±0.728 -0.262 + ±0.6140 0.011 + 10.275
±T -0.420 + ±1.131 -0.210 + 10.797 0.010 + 10.293

±B 0.997 + ±0.732 0.735 + 10.394 0.265 + ±0.045
op -0.683 - 10.761 -0.2714 - i0.669 0.015 - 10.363

1.0 K -0.516 + 10.542 -0.189 + ±0.455 -0.009 + 10.187
±T -0.267 + 1?.08 -0,130 + ±0.662 -0.008 + ±0.212

±B 0.793 + ±0.746 0.548 + ±0.455 0.161 + ±0.127
C -0.921 - ±0.968 .-0-389 - 10.937 -0.026 - 10.5341
p

1.5 K -0.469 + ±0.431 -0.175 + ±0.365 -0.019 + 10.159
±T -0.202 + ±1.003 -0.106 + ±0.603 -0.061 + ±0.188

0B .660 + 10.798 0.461 + 10.542 0.126 + ±0.198
C -1.156 -±1.062 -0.534 -±1.114 -0.074 -±0.620

3.0 K -0.438 + 10.268 -0.176 + 10.246 -0.022 + ±0.123
±T -0.12)4 + ±0.947 -0.081 + ±0.535 -0.017 + 10.157

0B .445 + ±0.914 0.365 + ±0.744 0.114 + ±0.352
C -1.661 u ±.016 -0.969 U-±1344 -0.141 - ±.788
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"Root C

(to obtain C,: replace i with -i everywhere)

S = 0.5 S = 0.1

0.1 K 1.183 + 10.102 0.921 0.484-
0 K 0.650 + 0.185 0.774 0.474 ±0.-61
-±B -02.65 + 10.444 10.705 i0.461

±B0.207 0.207Cp 0.839 - 10.072 0.5430.7 0.7 !

0.5 K 1.038 + i0.240 0.586 + i0.187 0.182 + 10.057

-T 0.509 + i0.1489 0.378 + 10.290 0.156 + !0.067

±B -1.163 + 10.055 -0.579 + 10.059 -0.096 + i0.050
p 0.915 - i0.211 0.774 - V0.247 0.500 - i0.157

1.0 K 1.019 + i0.205 0.556 + i0.174 0.16 + ±0.079
1 _T 0.55 + i0.459 0.335 + J0.289 0.139 + i0.093
±T 1.857 + ±0.121 0.959 + 10.099 0.222 + 10.039
±B 0 91.3 + 0.190 0.819 - 10.256 0.459 - i0.238

p

1.5 K 1.013 + i0.169 0.541 + 10.149 0.154 + 10.075

±T 0.412 + 10.415 0.303 + 10.267 0.128 + i0.090
.±-+B 2.530 + ±0.205 1.308 + ±0.180 0.317 + ±0.088
± 0.960 10.160 0.859 0.237 0.525 - i0.256_ .6 -io10 .5

p
3.0 K 1.005 + iO.j04 0.518 + 10.098 0.135 + 10.058

±T 0.323 + 10.324 0.235 + 10.216 0.103 + ±0.076

±B 4.580 + 10.297 2.334 + 10.280 0.556 + i0.165

c 0.985 - 10.102 0.932 i0.176 0.625 - ±0.269

p
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Root D

m s = 1.0 s = 0.5 S = 0.1

0.1 K -20.010 -10.005 -2.019 •
±T 19. 980 9.992 O.i0.7
±B i19.980 19.992 12.016 .-

C - 0.050 - 0.050 -0.050 I

0.5 K - 4L.00 - 2.0o43 -0.498
±T 3.925 1.981 0.488
±B 13. 925 1i.979 10.1476

C - 0.247 - 0.245 -0.201
p

1.0 K - 2.117 - 1.112 -0.288
±T 1.866 0.993 0.270
±-B 11.854 10.958 10.226
C - 0.472 - 0.450 -0.347

1.5 K - 1.519 - 0.808 -0.198
±T 1.143 0.635 0.171 A
±B ii.o74 10.530 i0.090
C - o.658 - 0.619 -0.505

3.0 K - 0.820 - 0.417 -0.084
±-T 10.572 10.276 10.054
±B 10.231 10.047 0.011

Cp 1.220 - 1.199 -1.190 •
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Root E

M S = 1.0 S = 0.5 S 0.1

0.1 K -0,919 -0.456 -0.091
_T 0.394 10.205 i0.041

-B i0.135 ±0.032 ±3.000
C -o088 -1.096 --. 099

0.5 K -0.716 -0.345 -0.068
±T I0.698 i0.362 10.073
+B I0.261 10.059 0.008
C -1.397 -1.449 -1.471
p

1.0 K -0.574 -0.277 -0.055
0T i0.819 i0.416 i084

-B 10.240 10.059 i0.007
C -1.742 -1.805 -1.818

1.5 K -0.500 -0.243 -0.0_48
5 T ±0.866 10.437 i0.088

-B 10.209 10.051 0.006
C -2.000 -2.058 -2.083 j

3.0 K -0.428 -0.210 -0.042
±T 10.904 10.454 i0.091

1B 10,178 ±0.037 i0.007
c -2.336 -2.381 -2.381

p
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APPENDIX C

AERODYNAMIC FLOW STABILIZATION THROUGH A SLANTED TRAILING EDGE

This section will present the physical and thtoretical
basis for slanting the upper portion of the cavity trailing-
edge bulkhead as a means of reducing pressure oscillations
in the cavity. Although this is a simple modification, a
considerable reduction of levels has been observed experimentally.
Slanting the edge seems to be more effective than other modifica-
tions of roughly the same size, such as rounding the trailing

Sedge. By studying the reasons for the success of this modifica-
tion, we can reach a deeper understanding of the shear layer
impingement process at the trailing edge. j

First, it is appropriate to recall the discussion in
Sec. 3.2 entitled Steady-Flow Considerations. It was argued
that the shear layer must have a stagnation point at the
trailing edge, and that part of the shear laver flow must be
returned to the cavity (to replenish entrained fluid) and the
rest must go downstream with the mean flow. This view of the
steady-flow configuration was then used to explain the mass
addition and removal processes at the trailing edge, when the
shear layer behaves in an unsteady manner.

The trailing-edge stagnation point must lie within the
shear layer itself, and it is expected that the stagnation
streamline will be near the center of the shear layer, where

the vorticity is greatest. Therefore, it is of interest to
examine in some detail the stagnation flow when the flow has
vorticity. The physics of this process is examined below in a
simplified form. The effects that have been neglected can be
expected to alter the flow details, but they will not affect
the conclusion.

Consider the nature of the local region around the stagna-
tion point, i.e., a region of dimensions less than the shear
layer thickness. It is appropriate to assume a two-dimensional
incompressible flow in this region. Shear layer solutions,
either laminar or turbulent, show that the shear is nearly
constant (constant vorticity) in the middle region of the
layer. Therefore, an irrotational stagnation-point flow and
a simple shear flow will be combined to find the actual stream-
line pattern near the stagnation point. For the present case,
the stream functions can be simply added together. Generally,
stream functions for rotational and irrotational flows cannot
be simply combined, because the equations of motion are nonlinear
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due to the presence of the convection terms when the flow has
vorticity. However, this simple addition can be done when
"certain conditions are satisfied. The flow must be two-
dimensional, the vorticity must be constant everywhere, and
the rotational and irrotation parts must independently satisfy
the same boundary geometry. In the present case, these -
-conditions are satisfied as long as the region of validity is
restricted to the immediate neighborhood of the stagnation
point and the orientation of the simPle shear flow is correctly
chosen.

The stream function of a stagnation point in a constant
vorticity flow is

-w axy + 2 by 2, -C.A)

where the first term is the stagnation point, and the second
is the shear flow. The corresponding velocity components are

u - B ax + by, (0.2)

and v = - -- ay .(.3)

The constant a is related to the strength of the stagnation-
point flow, while the constant b is related to the strength
of the shear. The vorticity is

2-u . -b .(C.4)

The streamline pattern is shown in Fig. 89, where the values
of the constants have been absorbed into the coordinates.
Nevertheless, Fig. 89 gives a realistic picture of the actual
flow pattern. The important conclusion is that the effect of
shear is to change the direction of the stagnation streamline
(and, presumably, the centerline of the shear laver), so that
the flow must impinge on the wall (cavity rear bulkhead) at an
oblique angle. It cannot impinge normal to the wall, as in the
case of no shear.
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The fact that the flow impinges at an angle has a simple
physical explanation. Shear flow has a velocity gradient;
i.e., velocities are higher 6n the freestream side of a shear
layer than on the cavity side. As the flow impinges on a wall,
the streamlines must curve, which introduces centrifugal pres-
sure forces. If the flow were symmetrical about tho stagnation
streamline, the opposing pressures would not balance because
the velocity is higher on one side. However, if the streamline
radii of curvature are made larger on the high velocity side
and smaller on the low velocity side, then a balance can be
achieved.

This conclusion has definite implications for the phenomena
of cavity oscillations. In order to suppress oscillations,
a steady flow must be physically possible. Figure 90a depicts
the behavior of the shear layer in a conventional cavity configura-
tion. Note that the information about the angle of the stagna-
tion streamline near the rear bulkhead was incorporated into
Fig. 90a, since this must be true in a steady flow. In order
to meet this condition, a considerable curvature of the shear
layer over the cavity mouth is required. This curvature will
cause the freestream flow to produce static pressure variations
over the cavity mouth that cannot be balanced by the tressure
within the cavity, which is uniform to first anproximation (re-
circulation velocities are much less than the freestream velocity).
Hence, an unsteady motion of the shear layer will result.
Alternatively, if the shear layer is assumed to be straight so
that unbalanced pressures do not occur over the cavity mouth,
the impingement angle for steady flow cannot be satisfied and
the flow in the immediate vicinity of the rear stagnation point
must be unsteady. This type of reasoning sugmests that steady-
flow configurations over conventional unmodified cavities are
difficult, if not impossible, to achieve. When this basic
tendency towards unsteadiness is combined with the ability of
cavities to sustain a modal unsteady pressure field, which can
be coupled to shear layer motion, it is easy to see why the
suppression of pressure oscillations is so difficult.

When the portion of the trailing-edge bulkhead that
interacts with the shear layer is slanted, a steady-flow solu-
tion is much easier to achieve. If the slant angle is properly
chosen, the shear layer can remain essentially straight over
the cavity mouth and satisfy the proper impingement angle as
well. This is illustrated in Fig. 90b, which represents a
physically possible steady-flow solution. However, once the
major conditions are satisfied, details of the real flow
structure may still preclude ever achieving a completely steady
state. However, levels of unsteadiness may still be considerably
reduced, as the experimental results indicate.
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FIG. 90a. FLOW OVER A CONVENTIONAL CAVITY (this configuration
cannot be a steady flow).
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FIG. 90b. FLOW OVER A CAVITY WITH A SLANTED TRAILING EDGE
(this configuration could be a steady flow).
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Beyond the fact that a steady flow must le possible, the

flow Timut also be sntable to disturbances. Small vertical
displacements of' the shear layer do not strongly affect the
impinr.ement prrcuss, s~nce the slanted edr:e has constant slope.
This insensitivity should also considerably diminish the mass
addition and removal processes that occur when the shear layer
is deflected. The constant slope also allows the shear layer
to find its own natural vertical level along the slanted edge.
This level depends in a complex manner on the pressure and
mass flow balances that must be maintained in the cavity. In
contrast, a rounded edge has the correct slope for steady im- A

pingement at only one vertical height, which may not be the
natural position for the shear layer. Furthermore, the geometric
slope change, which is caused by a rounded edge when the shear
layer is displaced vertically, is such that it adversely affects
the stability.

Actual analytical determination of the optimum slant angle
based on the mean-flow oroperties and characteristics of the
shear layer is a complicated problem in fluid mechanics. A

z ugh order of magnitude calculation was made which shows that

the tangent of the slant angle is of order unitv. This means
that, typically, the slant angle will be a number like 450 (as
opposed to numbers like 100 or 80*). In fact, the current
experiments sugogest that this number may be near 450, at least

for subsonic speeds. The length of the slanted portion must
be large enough to accept the impingement of most of the shear

layer thickness and to allow the shear layer to find its natural
vertical level. Unfortunately, this factor may mean a fairly
large slanted region at the trailing-edge bulkhead, particularly
when the shear layer is turbulent. However, reductions in size
may be possible by carefully testing the specific configurations. "
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APPENDIX D

FLOW STABILIZATION THROUGH DETACHED TRAILING-EDGE COWL ,

A detached cowl placed a small distance upstream of the
trailing-edge bulkhead of a rectangular cavity has a stabilizing
effect on the otherwise oscillating shear layer. To be effec-
tive, this cowl must have a curved surface that faces uhe flow.
The water table flow visualization studies reveal that a half-
cylindrical cowl stabilizes the flow under simulated supersonic
flow conditions (Fig. 91). For the tests in air, an airfcl-
shape was used , as shown in Fig. 7(.

We believe that stabilization is achieved by accelerating
the shear layer over the curved surface; thus, an underpressure
at the slot formed between the cowl trailing edge and the cavity
bulkhead is created. This underpressure tends to suck fluid
mass out of the cavity each time the shear layer attempt to in-
ject mass into the cavity; thus, a caicellation effect is created.
In this manner, the effective strength of the trailing-edge mass , ,
addition and removal process is greatly reduced.

rF
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FIG. 91. WATER TABLE VISUALIZATION oF STABILIZED FLOW
THROUGH DETACHED TRAIL ING-EDGE COWL.
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~4.0, and either 5.1 or 5.5. Not all of these data were reduced;
however, all data, which were obtained through Sensor 3, were
reduced and are available.

Signals from Sensor 3 were found to be close to those from
Sensor 2 (on the leading-edge bulkchead); thus, Sensor 3 signalst
.can be considered representative for the entire-cavity.±nterrial

ý'_leading-edge-regton. Figure-48 shows' 1/3-octave band'pressure
level spectra, obtained threugh-&-mror 3 for seven 1'reestream J

.Mah mhT ers and three LID ratios. Levels are gj~ven in dB3 re
20V/m. Each spectrum is composed of several discrete

-'--tones and a broadband noise floor. "he discrete tories corresriond
to the various mode frequencies; in general , few Modes with
relatively high intensi ty app,?ar in the deer) cvlity, and more

modes with more evenly distributod inten!;1ty occur in the shallower
cavities. In a 1/3-octave band repiserLtat-ion, a discrete tone .£ .
determines the band level. F-ence, ditreet cormoai-i-son of levels
in each spectrum for correspondingr- modes is possible.

Following the LID =2.3 column, in wiL. 418 we can pur'sue
the level and f~requency chanve of the discrete peak at 256- to
315-11z bands. This peak corresponds to i-ca- oscillatilon (see
Sec. 6.7). Levels reach a rel.ative mLu at transonic ýrachI numbers. With increas-inf, M'ach number's, the mode-l oscillation
in the 160-Hiz band bocomrQ signs I cant. Clearly, most of the
enorgy for such relat ively deep c,,v~ ties -IS in the discrete
modes, For' the sha1llov.-.er cavltý.es, 01týerote tones are losF
pronounced, and relaltively more ecrjuiwv I! i :n the bzroadband portion.
This figure Is intended to Fgive an over,,,, e o f the spectral changes
with the two most ii:1rncrtant, paraiaet(ersý, I.e., *Mach number and
length-to-depth ratio. The levelf- would be those encountered by
a cavity in an aitrcraft flyinc-; a, the 1Wých nur:ber-dclcpenclent
altitudes as sho,.wn in Yirg. 28. Fnch ~2iuccorresponds to a
.certain freestream dynaii:ic prec-surc.

to Since levels in the leading-edr-'e bulkhead region are known
toscale with freestream dynamic prCessur'e_, 0,, (Smith et aZ.

19711; Heller et aZ., 1.970), the ordlnaqte scale of' the Pig. 48
spectra can be conver-ted intcl 20 log (Pri-n./c4 0) by subtract~nfr_
the numbers given in Table 1 fropi the fluctuatini.-pressure
levels.


